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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON 'if BE AFRAID."

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
CAMPUS I FREE FOOD

Students flip for free finals feast
sheet

Dinner meant to relieve
the stress of projects,
final papers and exams
By CathJ Ba1er

CAMPUS

Senior Campus Reporter

Students may feel stressed

·about going home

When Eastern President Lou

The anticipation of grades,
packing and shopping for gifts
may cause stress as students head
home for the holidays. Teachers
also feel stressed while balancing
thier home and school lives.
Amy Charlton, counseling center
intern, and Alan Grant, economics
professor, offer tips on how to
avoid feeling overwhelmed.
H

Hencken

walked

into Taylor

Dining Center last year, after 14
years as housing director, he knew

he wanted something easy.
Hencken is usually on "banana
ducy" - slicing up bananas for
students who want a banana split
for die Free Finals Feast.
He's usually the go-to guy for
the perfeet banana split.
But not this year.
Hencken will lbe in Dallas
on Sunday for the football game
between the Dallas Cowboys and
the New Orleans Saints.

It's a chance to see two Eastern
alums at once, Hencken said.
Tony Romo, quarterback for the
Cowboys is a 2002 Eastern grad.
Scan Payton, coach for the Saints
is a 1987 Eastern grad.
This is the third feast, but second
year for the program.
In fall 2006, Dan Nadler, vice

exams.
After brainstorming with Mark
Hudson, director of housing and
dining, the final plans were set.
On Sunday, students can come
to Taylor Dining Center between 9
and 11 p.m. and feast on pancakes,
including a topping bar, scrambled
eggs, bacon, seasoned potatoes

president for student affairs had an

banana splits.

idea for something to break up the
stress of projects, final papers and

»

CAMPUS I CONSTRUCTION

ctn I BUSINESS

A.J. 's to
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be casual,
affordable

UNMRSllY

Hencken refteds on years
at Eastern, future president
,, As Hencken approaches his
last semester, he reminisces on
moving into Taylor Hall as a grad
assistant and the importance of
attending sports games. During
his time as president, he tried to
incorporate two major themes into
his speeches: treat others the way
you want to be treated and the
importance of hard work.
To listen to the full interview, go to
Dennews.com.

New business opens
in Michael Domani's
former building
By Chris Essig
Senior Gty Reporter

Page 9

CAMPUS

Holiday Art Sale showcases
artis.ts in community, state
H The sale is within walking
distance for students on campus
and will last ur1til Sunday. The
proceeds of the sale will go toward
the Art Department Scholarship
Fund. All art is handcrafted, and
no two items are alike. The event
has been held for 20 years and
averages $2,500 in sales. Items
range in price from $6 to $50.
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SPORB

Martin scores another
career-high in Eastern win
,, Romain Martin has led the
Panthers in scoring the past
three games. lhursday night, the
freshman did it again.
Martin scored a game-high
- and new career-high - 27 points
and lead Eastern men's basketball
to a 74-69 win against Ohio Valley
Conference opponent Tennessee
Tech. Eastern held off a late Tech
run after leading 60-43 with under
12 minutes to play.
On Nov. 25, Martin scored a
then-career-high 21 points, before
scoring 22 against Arkansas State
last Saturday at Lantz Arena.
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Students avoid the sidewalk and pass through the dirt trail near the Biological Sciences Building on
Wednesday afternoon after class.

Path presents shortcut
Students avoid
sidewalks in favor
of grassy pathway
By Stephen Di Benedetto
Staff Reporter

Grass or sidewalk?
This is a decision that students
make everyday while walking to
class.
And apparently, Eastern students
are choosing the grass.
According to Jon Collins, a
staff member of the M:aintenanceGrounds Operation at Eastern,

students have been using the grass

over and then we will see what the

A.J.'s Restaurant & Bar opened
yesterday in the building formerly
occupied by Michael Domani's.
Michael Boksa, who oo-owned
Domani's with Michael Corray,
now owns the new restaurant with
his wife Traci.
Domani's closed on Nov. 1, and
in that month, Boksa said, they
created a new menu andl deaned
up the place, among other things.
Boksa said as opposed co
Doman.i's, which was more upscale,
fancy, and as a result was more
expensive, A.J .'swill be much more
casual with more affordable prices
aimed at Eastern students.
Boksa described the dining
experience
as
"good,
oldfashioned, fast and much more
casual," comparable co mainstream
restaurant chains.
Server Nathan Giannelli, an
Eastern financial invesanent major,
agreed. Giannelli, who worked
ac Domani's as well, said Eastern
students can now grab "a quick
lunch and go to class." Giannelli
said he returned because he loved
the aonosphere.
All servers were offered their
jobs back and Boksa said about 90
percenc returned.

becween the east side of Booth

traffic

Bow is like then," Collins

The casual approach will also

Library and the Life Science
Building.
"Since the traffic has been
blocked off by the north door of
the Life Science Annex Building,
scudents cannot use the angled
sidewalk," Collins said.
In fact, from 11:50 to 12 p.m.
on Nov. 29, 21 students decided
to cut through the grass compared
to three students who decided to
walk around the grass and use the
sidewalk.
"I don't like the pass, but we won't
do anything until consrruction is

said.
The reason why students have
worn down the grass between those
two buildings is because of the
construction of che new Doudna
Fine Arts Center.
"It is
scheduled to be
substantially complete in the late
fall of 2007," said Steve Shrake, the
manager ofdesign and construction
for Eastern. "Substantially complete
does not mean chat we can occupy it
with faculty and students though."

affect the menu.
Domani's focused attention on
upscale Italian cuisine while A.J.'s
will focus on variety.
Boksa said he oonducted
"unscien cific research" by asking
Easrem students and locals what
they like about Doman.i's.
He said that some of Domani's
favorites. like the variety of pastas
and some of the sandwiches, will
return, while burgers and steaks
will be offered as well.

H

SEE SHORTCUT, PAGE 10
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U news
Court rules Illinois video
game law unconstitutional
NORMAL - The Seventh
Circuic Coun recently uphdd a
lower court's ruling char Illinois'
Socually Explicic Video Game Law
violaced che Firsc Amendment and
was unconscitucional.
The SEVGL, passed in Augusc
2005, criminalized che sale of
sexually explicit video games to
minors. The law required stores co
label any cxplicic game wich a four
square inch label, as well as display
a sign informing customers.
The Entenainmcnt Software
Associacion filed a suir againsc che
Scaceoflllinois,claimingtheSEVGL
violated chc Firsc Amcndmenc.
Afccr che Scace oflllinois appealed
a lower courc's decision, chc Seventh
Circuit Court upheld che ruling and
awarded chc ESA over half a million
dollars in attorney fees.
..We are obviously pleased
chac che appeals coun has tocally
vindicated our posmon and
repudiated chc politically motivated
claims made by che governor,"
Douglas Lowenstein, president of
che ESA said.
"We hope in the wake of this
decision the Seate wUl finally meet
itS obligations and put this matter
behind it so we can all focus on

CAMPUS

working to help parents make
good video game choices for their
families."
Nick Brunner, a game advisor
for Electronic Boutique, said che
extra measures the SEVGL required
were unnecessary.
"The information and chc racing
syscems are our there," Brunner
said.
"The only other thing we could
do is to bave che person who is
selling che video game going inco
dccail as they're selling it, buc I hope
ic never comes to thac."
Brunner said the currcnc racing
sysccm is about as clear as ic can
gee.
"There are explanations on che
back cover what the rating on the
front cover is all about," Brunner
said. "If it's 'M' it explains why.
Espcciallywich games like che Grand
Theft Auto series and God of War, it
clearly scares on the back chac it has
adulc situations, language, extreme
violence and chose kinds of things."
The SEVGL was overrurned due
co che fact char it was coo broad and
che scace government had not proven
that an educational campaign abouc
the racing system would not have
been jusc as effeccive.
Brunner
said
Electronics

Boutique has a policy nor co sell
Mature-raced games to minors, and
ocher stores have similar company
policies.
"We're nor going to sc11 an 'M'
rared game co a kid who is 10 yea.rs
old," Brunner said.
"If the parenc is there, we'll sell
it co chem and make sure chey're
aware of chc content."
Joe Blaney, associate professor of
communication, said while rating
systems arc intended to inform
consumers of content, chey also
have a downside.
"Research suggests char che
inclusion of labels and racing
particular types of content actually
leads to more violent and sexually
explicit content by the producers of
char content," Blaney said.
"Look at che lV rating syscem.
After chc rating system wenc into
place in chc 90's, cdevision actually
became more violent and more
sexually explicit. It gave producers
free reign co create worse concenc."
Brunner said che burden falls on
the consumer.
"Ir's not up co che retailer, it's up
co che consumer to be responsible,
which 1 don't chink many people
are anymore," Brunner said.
"lc's all there, people just need co
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I FINALS

Stress stays after finals
By Ryan Gaynor
Staff Reporter

Stress can come from many
sources, buc che lase thing people
suspect is having scress about going
home for che holidays.
Feeling overwhelmed is a
sign of coo much stress, but it
depends on each person, said Amy
Charlcon, intern for the counseling
center. Charlton, who presented a
workshop Wednesday night, cit<:d
che ancicipation of grades, packing
and shopping as some reasons why
students feel stressed ouc before
going home.
"There's noc a whole loc you can
do to avoid these things," Charlcon
said. "The main thing to do is de.,
stress.
Charlcon also said her personal

way of de-stressing is to "talk a lot
with friends or watch a movie."
Talking with parcncs abouc such
things like curfew, and what cheir
expectations are, can also help ease
the transition back home because
it is likely char parencs arc just as
stressed as studencs.
Junior English and sociology
major Mike Hiley said he believes
that chere are a lot more stressedouc scudenrs on campus than
people chink. Hiley said one way
he manages his stress is through
friends.
"If you keep stress built up
inside it will eat you up pretty bad,"
he said. "Just freely say what you
want.
Students, however, are not che
only people who have scrc.ss on
campus this rime of year. Professor

Alan Grant, economics professor of
I 0 years at Eastern, said professors'
stress is pretty similar, except that
professors have to deal with families
and ocher items while students
focus on school. Grant stated thac
his hardest class this semester to
teach is International Economics
class because of all the students in
it. He jokingly stated he copes wich
stress through "working out and
alcohol."
Charlton had one last bit of
advice: "The besc advice I can give
you is to plan in advance," and char
there is "never a bad rime co de-stress
for a few hours or a few seconds."

..

For a related
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Eastern to get frisbee golf course
By Matt Hopf
Student GovefMlent Reporter

A campus Frisbee golf course
is one step closer to becoming a
reality.
Ac
Thursday
night's
Apponionmenc Board meeting,
a
unanimous
resolution
recommended Ken Baker, director
of Campus Recreation, to present
chree different ideas.
Aside from the Frisbee golf
course, the board recommended
rhac Baker presenc for rwo additional
ellipcical machines and a sec of ten
Curves machines, which arc "nonintimidacing" weight machines.
Combined together, the projects
would cosc around $50,000.
Baker originally presented chc
idea to che board ac chc previous
meeting.
He asked che board co make a
recommendation on what he should
purltie'. t.' · '>J '
<1

'r

An informal survey conducccd by
Apportionmenc Board found chat
109 our of 145 srudencs supported
all three ideas.
Scudencs liked the Frisbee golf
course idea, said board member
Travis Bounds.
Students would like chc Frisbee
golf course hands down, said board
member Eric Wilber. The ellipcical
machines could wait until next
year's budget.
Baker plans co present all three
ideas to che board at che Jan. 18
meeting.
"We got positive feedback
from the students, so we cake it co
the next seep and make a formal
presentation," Baker said.
In ocher business, Universicy
Board gave a presentation on che
National Association for Campus
Activities Mid-America Regional
Conference.
The conference allows UB co
save money on ptl'formets and

speakers by booking events wich
other schools.
Some of che aces can be viewed
at showcases.
There are also educational
sessions chat a.re auended by UB
members.
Gretchen Claypool. VB Comedy
chair, said that she was able to save
money on comedian Jen Kober by
creating a block wich ocher schools.
Also, a $4,000 allocation
was approved co allow srudenr
government ro invice 17 more
schools co the Illinois Srudent
Government
Associations
Conference. The allocation was
brought to Apportionment Board,
because Studenc Body President
Sean Anderson vetoed a previously
approved Line-item transfer. The
money was originally to come
from leftover bus money from che
Tennessee-Manin football game,
bur that money is co be rcrurned co
~ppoitibrilii~ir

Board.
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Renting for Fall 2007
3 Bedroom Apartments
(behind suGway)

•New Carpet/Furniture •I 112 bathrooms
• Free Parking
• Incluaes Trash
Close to Campus
Great Rent Rates and signing BONUS
For /11 o Call Beck at 345-0936

AVAILABLE NOW:
BRITTANY RIDGE APARTMENTS
(950 Edgar, Charleston)
• Btfriltnltr
• Stt1e
• \\as~r &Dtitr
• Trask ildu"4

• Sanders & Companv • 211.235.8820 •

Not all pain relief
comes in a bottle ...
Tell your doctor
the right choice...
Central Illinois Physical Therapy
100 Professional Plaza, Mattoon
235-1245
345-1245

Engineeringyourretum to /JealtfJyliving
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I SPEAKERS

Real World star speaks at Eastern
By Jay Grabiec
Photo Editor

This is the storv of 475 Panthers
coming together. in one Grand
ballroom, to hear on MTV star srop
being fake and scare being real.
Real World star Johanna Botta
spoke co a full Grand Ballroom
Thursday co cell people the real
story abouc the real world.
Johanna started by giving advice
on how co make it on the real world,
such as not sending in a tape and
just being yourself.
While discussing her tenure on
the show, Johanna was able co refer
co fellow case members by first name
only. showing how well known
these people are. The crowd was
engaged with chis insider's look to
what really happened on the "Real"
World.
While having a good time as the
MTV appointed party girl on the
Real World, Johanna got more out
of the experience than free drinks
wherever she and the cast went.
By uterally stepping back and
taking a look ar her ufe by watching
the show, Johanna was able to realize
chat her drinking had gotten out of
control.
"Well, I didn't have it under
control," Johanna said. "If I did
have it under control, I wouldn't
have attacked Nehemiah on the fuse
night. I chink a lot of people have,
not a huge drinking problem, bur
they really should watch out and be

careful."
After going on bar cours and
college campus appearances for
money after the show, Johanna
made the decision to go sober for
nine months.
Some of her reasons include;
blacking ouc and fighting with her
current boyfriend and fellow Real
World cast member Wes, gaining
weight and getting into trouble.
"Every time I wenr our co a bar
where there was a cop they would
wait for me co do something co gee
arrested," Johanna explained during
her discussion.
Johanna was able co connect
with the crowd. Being a former
sorority member, she knew what ic
was like co be in college.
By relating past experiences and
some mistakes, Johanna noc only
was able co make her points stick,
but also kept the crowd interested.
"How many people gee mean
off vodka," she asked, and half the
room raises their hand, "Vodka. is
the devil," Johanna said.
Although the talk mainly

CAMPUS

licereport
» Driving Under the Influence - On
Sunday, Dec. 3, Nicholas K. Wingard,
22, of Decatur was arrested at 1:42
a.m. on 4th Street and Grant Avenue
in Charleston on the charge of driving
under the influence.
Battery - Sunday, Dec. 3, Referred to
the Judicial Affairs Office for discipline.
Theft - On Sunday, Dec. 3, it was
reported that a Tiffany necklace was
stolen from a room in Lawson Hall on
campus.
Hit & Run - On Wednesday, Dec. 6, it
was reported that a red Pontiac was
struck by another vehicle while it was
parked in the Eparking lot on campus.

centered around her time spent
on the Real World: Austin,
Johanna was able to intertwine a
relatablea.nd laid backwarningabouc
binge drinking and alcohol
abuse.
Although Johanna admits to
drinking occasionally now, she
still advocates keeping all things in
moderation.
Opening the floor co questions,
Johanna gave the crowd the
opportunity co ask all of the
questions chat they had been
waiting for.
The first question was, "Are you
and Wes still together?" After telling
the crowd chat they were, Johanna
was met with a combination of
boo's and aww's. The couple is still
together and is in fact looking to
buy a home together.
"I was going to propose to her.
The whole her being with Wes thing
didn't really bother me, bur chem
getting a house together was a big
surprise," Ben DeLost, a junior
buisiness major said.
During the questions, Johanna
made it clear to the audience char
the characters portrayed on the
show are not always as they may

seem.
"How do you feel about Bech?
Cause I personally hace her," asked
Regina Ponce, a :;ophomorc family
and consumer sciences major.
Johanna went on to explain chat

ca•pullriefS
CUPB to have final meeting

JAY liRAllEC

I THE DAILY WTERlll IEWS

Botta and Andrew Hubbard, a freshman corporate communications
major, look over the menu at Jimmy John's for Thursday evening.
the show manipulates their footage
to make ir more interesting to the
viewer.
"They film you 24 hours a
day, they take one side of your
personality chat's the marketable
side, and that's the one side they
show," she said. "Like I said, I read a
book every cwo days, but they didn't
show me picking up a book. They
showed me every rime I picked up
a drink."
There were several suitors
throughout the night trying ro get
Johanna co go out with them, such
as David Keyes, vice president for

-Compiled by Ashley Rueff, Senior
University Reporter

academic affairs.
"I'm actually going to work out
right now," she said. "So if you
want to go with me you can. I'll
even make you a protein shake
afterwards."
One Eastern smdenc did gee
Johanna to join him for Jimmy
John's after the talk, though.
Andrew Hubbard, a freshman
corporate communications major,
asked co go our for a bite co eat after
she had mentioned being hungry.
The two joined University Board
members for a lace dinner. Johanna
enjoyed the sandwich.

I DAILY EASTERN NEWS

DEN announces editors for spring
The Daily Eastern News has
completed irs interviewing process
and has selected its editors for the
spring semester.
Nora Maberry, a second-year
English graduate srudenc, will take
over as editor in chic£ Maberry
served as editor in chief during
the summer semester and has
been the editor of dennews.com
and pounceonline.com for two
semesters.
Liza Bishton, a senior journalism
major, will be managing ediror.
l:l:..h
•
• -f
• . ' • J . "

;~

photographer for the Warbler.
Bishton worked as a designer chis
semester.
Cathy Bayer, a junior journalism
major, will be news editor. Bayer
worked as senior campus reporter
for the DEN during the fall
semester and previously worked as
a copy editor. Lauren Krull, a senior
journalism major, will be associate
news editor. Krull served as online
production editor for two semesters
and has written for various beats.
Jay Grabiec, a senior journalism
• ·.;.M ' ··• . 'nkru;:.: .AA:
~i'l.~4i.'°\ .·.¥•.~~··~d':P!if~· • •~~!t.""'!'fl·{~.lli..&""~~:ttu.Wl'·

Grabiec was photo editor during
the summer and fall semesters. Mart
Daniels, a junior journal.ism major,
will remain as spores editor after
holding the position during the fall
semester. Daniels previously served
as associate spores editor.
Jim Allocco, a senior journalism
major, will remain as opinions page
editor after having the position for
the fall semester.
Brandon Campbell, a senior
journalism major, will be online
editor. Campbell previously served
as associate (l.nline editp{ {luring the

fall semester.
N i co I e
Milstead,
a
junior journalism
major, will serve·
as campus news
editor. Milstead
previously served
asactivitiesedicor
and
associate
news edicor.
A complete
staff ust can
be found at
dennews.com.

r~
Nora
Maberry
Spring Editor
in Chief, Daily
Eastern News

» The last meeting for the Council
on University Planning and Budget will
include a status update on construction
and the presidential search.
The subcommittee studying the
composition of CUPB will also present
three different scenarios for changing
the council's composition, said CUPB
chair Pat Fewell.
Copies of the new scenarios will be
available at the meeting.
CUPB members will take the three
proposals to campus constituency and
report their reactions to the council at
the January meeting.

....

oncampus
TODAY
Student Recital- Musical Event
Lauren Ambrose, horn
Time I 7:30 p.m.
Location I McAfee North Auditorium
Price I Free

ou1111istakes
» In Tuesday's edition of the Daily
Eastern News, the "Club Spotlight"
article featuring Eastern's Harry
Potter Club misattributed a quotation.
The quotation attributed to Erin
Lendabarker, club secretary, discussing
the "houses" from the series and the
club, should not have been attributed
to her.
In addition, the Web site of the
club was presented incorrectly in the
6nline edition of the paper. The correct
address is http://www.eiu.edu/-eiuhpc/.
The story also used information
and quotes from a small story that had
been presented to the DEN, which was
misconstrued as a press release.
The DEN regrets the errors.

COMMENTS

I CORREO'IONS I

EVENTS
To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sun
Whitney, via:
Phone I 581 ·794Z,
E-mail I DEllnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard ~I.
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Running
on empty
One tlllng all cities and rowns,
especially more urban settings, have in
common is the homeless. No marter
where you go. you might see a homeless
person chere.
Ir's one of those problems char seems
hard co solve. But a group of people in
Florida have a solution.
According co an article by Tim
Reynolds of the Associated Press, there
is an achletic group in West Palm Beach,
Fla., called rhe Home Team. It's a group
of homeless people crying co turn their
lives around by running and working
our. Each member lives in a shelter, has
a job and is in a rehab program for drugs
or alcohol. The method is supposed
to show how much che discipline of
training like a marathon runner can help
them get their lives back together.
In an America in which people are
accused of being lazy and slow-working.
chis is quire refreshing co hear. Here's a
group of people who have messed up,
led their lives nowhere and then pulled a
180 and have done something co better
themselves.
The members run in city marathons
with the simple goal of finishing
- notlllng else. Three of their members
finished 13. l miles Sunday morning ar
the Marathon of the Palm Beaches in
downtown West Palm Beach.
"Ir fdr better. Absolutely becrer chan
I thought it would feel," said Rebecca
Kelly, 31, a ream member who has been
in and our of rehabilitation centers since
she was 14. "It wasn't even the moment
crossing the line. It was just knowing
that I was going to finish when I got to
I 0, 11 miles, knowing 'Hey, l trained
for chis. I deserve co feel good.' le was
better than any drug I've ever done."
And good for her. Ir's got to be rough
to completely rum your life around,
especially after battling addictions.
People need goals co live. Whether
it be beating a drug addiction or simply
finishing a marathon, goals keep you
breatlllng.
"Being part of this, I've got goals
now," said Johnathan Czerwinski, 26,
who has permanent scars on his wrist,
proof of failed suicide arremprs because
he couldn't bear a drug addiction.
"I want ro get a car. I want ro ger an
aparrrnent. This has caughr me char
everything comes seep by seep, not all ar
once. It's all a process."
If Kelly and Czerwinski can
overcome deteriorating drug addictions
and literally, and figuratively, get
back on their feet, it's hard for me,
~r any college student, to continue
complaining about problems I've had
to overcome. It provides some muchneeded clarity.
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Being offended defeats
the holiday spirit
ISSUE I Many people are
outraged over holiday greetings
Wal-Marc has announced ic will

following a sneeze, people should nor rake

Christmas" this winter, casting aside the
"Happy Holidays" mantra it adopted in

such offense co an innocent greeting.
Beyond the religious concerns lie

recent years to help promote holidays such

the business tactics behind the decision.

as Hanukkah and Kwanza.

Realistically, there is very licrle Wal-Marr

As is to be expected, this decision has

drawn criticism &om the religious and nonreligious alike, and it's commendable that
people care enough co take the time to voice
their views.

in one way or the other.
Most people will nor start or stop
shopping because of the holiday greeting
Wal-Mart
chooses.So

you join che

"The corporation must know

why all the

protest, we

- and customers must realize -

urge you ro

that, just like your elders always
told you, you can't please
everyone all the time."

chink of this
decision in
perspective,

fuss?
This is nor
co belittle the
concerns of
those who are
offended, bur

Just
because

consider char

people can

the fans of

be offended does not necessarily mean

"Meriy Christmas" were probably just as

they should be. There is nothing vicious

upset when Wal-Marr opted co use "Happy

or derogatory about >Wal-Mart wishing

Holidays" last year. The corporation muse

irs patrons a merry Chrisrmas, and

know - and customers must realize - that,

it's unfathomable to think such an

just like your elders always cold you, you

encompassing retail giant would purposely

can't please everyone all the rime.

alienate those who do not celebrate

Christmas.

customers the best.
The chain is not handing out Bibles at irs

·····················································

could do along these lines to affect its sales

But before

group, rather it is meant only co wish irs
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offended by receiving a "God bless youn

once again be wishing shoppers "Merry

discriminate against or elevate any one

SEID US YOUR OPINIONS

because of their beliefs or lack thereo£
In rhe same way a person would nor be

Wal-Mart's decision is not meant to

Brian O'Malley is a senior journalism major. He
can be reached at ltpotuller@ei•..U.

Christians thac they are lesser as people

In the wake of the coverage of the
death of a student lase week, the Daily
&rem News received a large amount
of comments regarding our coverage,
which is nor unusuaJ in sensitive
stories such as this. I think that it is
imporcant for me ro address some of the
complaints.
The dearh of a student inside
university-sanctioned housing is
certainly of concern to the campus
community. Although the death is
deeply personal to those who knew
him, ic is also public to those who go
co this school. If nothing else, the
press serves che valuable role of relaying
official information co the public char
can counteracc caustic or hurtful rumors
that inevitably abound.
However, the paper does have
policies regarding what information we
print and when. For example, we did
not publish the name of the student
until we got confirmation from the
university that his family had been
informed.
I also received a few complaints rhar
the coverage was callous and insensitive.
We attempted co cover the news in
a manner that is straightforwad and
simple, but I apologize if it came off as
insensitive co che pain many have felt
this lase week.
I would specifiailly like ro thank
the university and the Greeks for their
honesty and openness during this
difficult period.

entrances, nor trying ro testify co customers

Wal-Mart was not targeting nonChriscmas celebrancs this year any more

chan it was wgeting the fans of Christmas
lasryear.
So take the festive greeting for what it is
and nothing more. And cry co get into the
holiday spiric for the spirit itself and not the
words used to convey ic.

in the checkout line.
In no way is the greeting linked to trying
to persuade customers co become religious
or abandon their beliefs in favor of another.
Wal-Mart is not trying co convince non-

."

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at
DEllopl9iou@t..U.CH1.
i
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Election law
violated
~ I heard che election resulcs read
• on Wednesday night, I couldn't help
but wonder if ic was truly a fair contest.
To scare, there were several instances
where students who wanced co vote
were turned away because nobody was
there co supervise. In some of these
instances, I observed blank ballocs
lying on the cable out in che open for
anybody co pick up. When there were
supervisors, they were mostly members
of rhe current senate who are members
of che Student United Party. This lack
of supervision raises the question of
what would have prevented a poll
worker from campaigning for certain
candidaces while students were voting.
The Elections Act clearly scares that each
poll should have an impartial election
judge co make sure char chis type of
thing doesn't happen. On Monday and
Tuesday, there were no judges, no checks
co make sure che election was fair.
These violations, along with many
others, point co the fact that the
elections were unfair. Chris Kromphardc
and Tori Frazier, the independent
candidates that lost in the election by
only a handful of votes, will be asking
for a recount and a hearing before the
Student Supreme Court to have the
election invalidated and request that a
new election be held. This is the only
fair and just thing to do. Our democracy
hinges on the faith in our impartial
elections, and there are safeguards co
protect this. However, today, that is
under attack. I urge the members of
Srudenc Government to do what they
can to make sure that democracy is
reaffirmed on campus.

Eric WIU..

I Freshman

e ver

When accomplishing a form of arr when in a bad mood
and then coming out of the mood, the artist needs to chink
about why they felt chat way in the first place and what they
were crying to accomplish co make the piece rum out right,
Walker said.
On the ocher hand, some artists do not like to create
arrwork when emotionally upset.
"I don't use painting as an outlet for my emotions, paincing is a positive side in my life," said Adrianne Hanley, a
senior arc major. "I like my art work co be really beautiful
and interesting. I don't like it co be dark."
"Ir's nor a window ro my emotions," she said.
Although arr rakes an abundance amount of rime, Hanley
doesn't consider it work.
"Arc is a social cool, bur creativity is so isolated," she said.
"Ir takes so much our of a person's social life for chem co

By Stacy Smith
Verge P.eporter

As a child, Sean Walker showed off his arrwork wherever
possible.
On notebooks.
On homework.
In books.
His childhood interest in doodling and drawing comics
developed today inco his love of painting and drawing.
"Arc is interesting ro me because ic doesn't seem like
work," said the sophomore arc major. "Ir's something I love
co do, bur will someday get paid for it."
For some, arr is a window into their feelings. For ochers,
it is a release of anger and other negative emotions. Everyday siruations make ir inevitable for a pei:son co experience
unexpected emotions.

idea is the most difficult when creating something.
The longer time taken co look at it, the more lines will
start to form and the composition can be puc cogecher easier,
Walker said.
Ocher srudencs create art in multiple mediums because
they cannot choose just one focus.
"I do everything from sculpting co paper and pen," said
Josh Torrez, a junior art and journalism major. "Graffiti is my
favorite because you can't really make any mistakes."
Torrez finds ideas for his arr by observing things around
him.
He said he cries co look at objects with a photographer's
eye co attain something with significance.
Whac you capture is what you bring to life, originality
and style, Torrez said.

make it work."

Some artists feel learning how co physically capture an

»

SEE INSPIRATION, PAGE 8

Stressed-out before you get out?
By Stacy Smith
Verge Reporter

KATT POU

I ON THE VERGE

During finals week, some students stress out so much they
crack under pressure.

As the semester comes co an end, students are bombarded with homework, tests, papers and projects.
However, here are many helpful rips co reduce stress during finals week.
Whether it will affect a scudenc's grade or not, exams can
scill be quire stressful for some.
For those who live on campus, many residence halls offer
activities during finals week, which provide exam snacks or
rewards for scudencs who are scudying.
For instance, Lawson Hall is offering snacks during the
week ac 9 p.m. such as ice cream sundaes, peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches with chips and cookies and finger foods.
"Students need a break to go down co gee something that
will energize them," said Monica Will, presidenr of Lawson
Hall council. "Food is something that works."
Some residence assistants, like Thomas Hall R.A Brian
Beccue, are passing out candy co chose found studying with

ti:16i··~·~<lr ~'l· ".., •

i£esidenrse enjoy food," he said. "le shows appreciation

and motivates srudenrs to perform well on finals."
A variety of residence halls arc providing programs giving rips for studying for exams and learning abouL different
holiday traditions during finals week.
These programs permit residents ro mingle with a wide
variety of people in a laid-back atmosphere, Will said.
"Food is offered throughout the residence halls because ic
is considered co be a stress reliever by providing che energy
and motivation students need while studying," said H eather
Long a senior sociology major and president of McKinney's
hall council.
Ar the end of the year, students are low on money and
don't want to spend iron food, she said.
le is important for students ro ear healthy because their
stress level is high and students usually sray up longer hours
studying.
Students' health can be puc in jeopardy when not getting
enough sleep or food, Long said.
Stress can be avoided by finding our exam times prior co
finals week and study a couple days ahead of time.
I I

I
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He said/ She said
In the year 2006 ...
By Matt Poli

By Holly Thomas

Associate Verge Editor

\lefge Editor

As 2006 draws co a close,
we try co remember che funny
cimes, the sad times and cry co
forgec the bad times.
I for one, am glad chis
scrange year is over.
As I rack my hazy, overloaded-wi ch-sociology brain for events char occurred chis
year, not one stands our more chan the smoking ban.
Thar's right, I said it.
How long has it finally taken us as a civilized
society ro learn char second-band smoke is hazardous
co our health?
I do not care what hair-brained, whiney argument
the smokers come up with, chis ban was probably the
best thing to come our of 2006, ocher than Britney
and K-Fed's divorce.
Is ic time for the Apocalypse yec?
What can really be said abouc 2006 - it was just
another year. Our men and women overseas are still
dying in an unjustified war, Hollywood is scilJ producing lame-ass sequels and remakes, and George Bush
scill cannot pronounce the" -ic" at the end of The
Democratic Parry.
And what is with Mel Gibson!? Never mind, lees
leave chat can of worms alone. Ac lease the music
industry is thriving.Twisted Sister just released its
Chrisc:ma.s album.
As chis crapcacular year wraps up, I have co ask,
"Does anyone have an original idea in their head?"
With che way technology is rapidly advancing,
we're arc left with fewer and fewer freedoms.
H ow ng before Social Security Cards and credit
cards are no longer necessary? Soon it'll be jusr a
rhumb prim tan a nd you can access all your accouncs.
Will rhar er ea high demand in the black marker
for thumbs? 1
was a liule off copic, I know, bur as
every year goes , we are giving up a licde piece of
our own freedoms in order co make our lives easier
and mon: ~onvenienc. I personally just wane a flying
car like I was p •""lised in "The Jetsons."
So, as chis 1
,er year comes to a dose, just
remember my gwde snowflakes: always wipe froncco-back.
Poli and Thomas can be reached at DENverge@gmail.com.

We won the war in Iraq! No,
waic, chat didn't happen this
year. As a marcer of face, l chink
the war is gerring worse.
The Sr. Louis Cardinals won
the Worlds Series and rhe Chicago Cubs finished in the basement of the National League.
What more could you ask for
in 2006? Well, I suppose you could say world peace
and the capture of Bin Laden bur thar didn't exactly
happen chis year.
The democrats did take over the Senate and the
House ofRepresencatives this year. Cool, now we'll
have two years of basically nothing. Who knows,
I'm sure someone will make a reality show our of che
President vs. Congress.
Nothing else really happened in 2006. Besides
finding our char Iran might have some nukes, Russia
poisoning a spy or the war between Israel and Hezbollah, not a Joe has happened. No major blockbuster
movie came our like Titanic or murder aial char
rook up your day on TV like the OJ case. The film,
"Brokeback Mountain" did cause some commotion,
awkward momenrs and homophobic quescions co be
answered, bur nothing coo ridiculous.
You know it's been a lame year when the only ocher
highlight of 2006 I can think of is how Lance Bass
(from the group *NSYNC) came our of the closer.
Like we really needed him to publicly admit chat he
was gay anyway.
We can't forget abour all the celebrity divorces
as well. Ryan Philippe and Reese Witherspoon, Kid
Rock and Pamela Anderson, Eminem and Kim (I
know, again!) and Britney and K-Fed.
Well chere's only three more weeks until che New
Year, which means you have exac.dy three weeks co
accomplish all you wanced ro do in 2006. So if thac
entailed hooking up wich a boccie (or a few) from
Eastern, you've only goc one week.
I am 5orry 2006 did nor bring anytliing more inreresting co write. I have enjoyed writing my rants in
chis column for the past two semesters, but my time
has come roan end. This is my lase "she said" and my
last issue as Verge editor. I'm our bitchez!
P.S. Ir's okay co eat spinach now.

Far isy Football Playoff Tips
B's picks that will lead your team to victory
By Brandon Jutras
Verge Columnist

Ir is my favorite time of year:
no nor Christmas. it's fantasy
football playoffi. An easy way ro
pay for those expensive gifts for
your girlfriend is with a league
vicrory and I have got a few tips
char will make your holidays
dreams come true. An old dog and a Young pup are
going to serve you well the resr of the season and just
might get you chat l v l'I. voff win.
Jeff Garcia may have beer l lled a lot of things
in the pasr (gay, a drunk, ere ...), bur his arm and his
ability co make plays will grab you char key victory
in coming weeks. Sunday he cakes the field against
che 28th ranked overall defense in the Washington
Redskins, and in the remaining weeks he takes on one
ream that has a pass defense ranked better then 23n1.
On an Eagles kick I'd look for Scallworth co blow
che rest of the year since recovering from a hamstring
injury.
Vince Young is looking very comfortable in the

gun, with a wild two-game winning srreak. Look for
Young ro rear up the 27th ranked pass defense of the
Texans.
I like to bring up previous predie,rions whenever
possible (if they're good). Tony Romo has a higher
QB rating than Peyton Manning. While dreaming
of Jessica he continues to learn the system, as well as
the speed of the NFL. Look for him co be solid che
rest of che year. Sticking with the Cowboys, bench JJ.
Parcells loves Barber, and his knack for the end zone
will only increase his value.
Larry Firz is back (like I said he would be) and is
going ro rear up secondary as long as Leinart gees proceccion. A word of caution for a few superstars, who
have been proverbial no-brainers in the past: the Rams
face che suffocating defense of the Bears next Monday
night. le doesn't gee any better with the No. l ranked
pass defense of the Raiders the following week. This
is going co hurt the production ofT. Bolt and Steven
Jackson, nor co mention Bulger, who has been struggling in recent weeks.
In closing. I know this advice will hdp bring home
a championship, you can send 4.123 percent of your
winnings co my mailbox. Unril next year...

vergestatf
Verge editor
Alwilte Verg.e_e_ditor
Senior Verg.e writer
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Top 5 reasons this is the last top 5
No one in the newsroom likes the top 5 except Holly, Matt and Dave,
so this will most likely be the last top 5 in the Verge and here's why.
n It's funny I We spend the majority of the time in our meetings
laughing as we are coming up with meaningless top 5 lists just to
make our readers smile.

,, Students like to read it I You are reading it right now. Admit it,
you were happy to see it. What else would you oe doing? Paying attention in class?
,, It doesn't take much space

I Let's be honest, it's a space filler

because we didn't sell enough ads.

,, It's not newsworthy I There is nothing important or newsworthy about the top 5 list. We thought it'd be a break from the real world.
,, New Editors I It's a new semester next year, which means new
1
editors. You might not see this anymore.
•
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Booth has
more than
books
By Brian O'Malley
Verge Columnist

Movies are a big part of me. A lot of
people know me as a movie guy.
I owe a lot of my movie obsession and
knowledge tO Booth Library.
Early in my college career I decided I
wanted to sec more great movies, so I figured
a good place t0 start would be the list of Best
Picture Academy Award Winners. I went t0
the library to discover that, with exception
t0 some newer winners, most of the awardwinners were there. Even "Wings" is there,
which is the very fuse winner in 1928.
The sdection is huge. There arc two aisles
of feature-length movies on VHS. And several other aisles of documentaries and such.
The library also has about two aisles of
DVDs srudents can renc. For newer movies,
srudencs will most likely have to look in the
DVD section.
If you're like me and you want co watch
movies that were made before you were
born or movies made in other countries, the
library is the place to go.
After I finished the best picture list,
I started watching the American Film
lnstirute's 100 greatest movies. After that I
thought I had watched enough American
movies so I ventured into the mysterious
world of foreign films.
That's when I became a movie junkie.

Photo Poll

ERIC HILTNER l ON THE VBGE
DVDs are a great way to take advantage
of what the library has to offer.

How are you
preparing for finals?

Once I realized people were making great
movies outside of the United States, I knew I
would never run out of good ones co watch.
The library helped me become the movie
lover I am now.
One would think a college library's
movie section would be filled with R-rated
comedies and explosive action flicks. Not
Eastem's. Booth is filled with all sores of
culture and variecy.
One week you can spend your time
watching American classics like "The Godfather" or foreign classics like "The Seven

"Waiting 'till
the last minute
to study."

...
Samura.i.

College is a place to learn and if a young
growing mind is willing to open up and
expand the limits of information, more can
be taken in.
The average freshman in college doesn't
want to watch foreign movies because "you
have to read subtitles" and they don't wane
co watch old movies because "they're in black
and white."
But in this place of learning, students
should work on stepping out of their
'i\.merican Pie"-filled bubble and add some
culrure co their lives. And the library is a
world of education waiting to be explored.
So after taking ouc some books, cry and head
over co the movie section and check out
something you normally wouldn't check out.
The movies are there for students to use free
of charge. Take advantage of that.

"Studying at
the library."
Eric Glenn, Sophomore
Corporate Communications
major

Jackie Reinbolt, Senior
Psychology major

"Drinking my
coffee and
studying as
hard as I can."

Sharese Shannon,
Graduate student for
Student Affairs

"Studying a
lot and trying
to keep my
sanity."

•nrev1ew
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Gear up for this game
Game: Metal Gear Portable Ops
Console: Playstation Portable
By Daniel Dudler
Verge Critic

Good things come to those who wait,
and for Mecal Gear Solid fans eager for an
action version of the franchise; it could not
have come soon enough.
While the PSP has seen two Metal Gear
games thanks to the good Acid series, the
turn-based card game did not necessarily appeal to people looking for stealth action.
Now, a year-and-a-half after the PSP
launched, Kojima Productions is releasing
Portable Ops, a true successor to the gameplay from the console games.
But this is not a generic copy brought
over co Sony's handheld.
Portable Ops literally stretches the system
to its limits, perhaps farther than any other
game co date, making this title a muse-have
for PSP owners.
Portable Ops is set ac the beginning of
November 1970, a full six years after the
evenrs of Operation Snake Eater.
Naked Snake, which has received the title
of Big Boss, has walked away from command of F.0.X., an elite Special Forces unit.
At the start: of the game, Snake has been
kidnapped, drugged and thrown into a
South American jail cell.
After a rprrure. ~es~on by a fprrper C,I.A.
agenc and f.O.X. members, Snake ipl~. 1 ,

alone co cry co recall the location of a vital
secret that's gone missing:
The Philosopher's Legacy from Snake
Earer is now highly sought after, and Snake
is the last known person to have any information about it.
One of the impressive facets of Portable
Ops is the visual translation from the console game over to the portable arena.
The MGS3 Subsistence engine has been
brought over to the PSP, and it looks excellent. Characters are large and detailed.
Animations are exactly the same as they
are on the PS2, and many of the features
that fans would be accustomed to on the
console apply co the PSP game.
Of course,the game doesn't a second
analog stick, so you'll need to get used to
constantly pulling the L burcon co focus the
camera behind you.
However, sometimes this :on't work the
way you'll want it to and you'll need ro rely
on a camera thar might not show you the
angle that you really want co see.
It's not the horrendous camera from
Snake Eater, but it can be a bit unresponsive
or too close to be useful.
While the game includes useful sound
radar to help make up for rhe lack of the second analog stick, the camera can still make
you scu,mble optQ gµards char you never
~~ were,cper~ ,

"Studying
every night."
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Resolutions you don't keep
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Smoking, overeating and talking too much on the phone are just a few
resolutions people do not keep after the new year.
IJ Michael Petersoa
Senior Verge Reporter

k's the rime where the year 2006 is winding down to its final weeks. In addition co
che stress of worrying about papers and final
exams, students have something else on their
minds as January approaches: New Year's
resolutions.
Whether one is crying ro quit smoking or
lose weight, most srudents have some idea of
what they want to change about themselves.

Eastern's Student Recreational
Cenrer becomes
much more
packed once all che
students get back
from Christmas
vacation.
"It's wild in
here when you
come back from
Christmas Break,"
said Ken Baker,
the director of
the Rec Center.
"There will probably be over 3,000
students a day
coming through
here during the

first week."
It is stereotypical co think that after a
couple of weeks the students who started
working out regularly because of their New
Year's resolution would scan to falter and
rhe Rec Center would get back to normal.
However, according to Baker, chat is not
necessarily true.
"le doesn't really die down that much,"
Baker said. "When I firsc started six years
ago you would sec a little bit of a lull, but
nowadays this place will be pretty packed

until spring break. And then when the
weather breaks you'll sec a little relief. but
not a whole lot."
Bur the Rec Center is not the only place
on campus chat is affected by New Year's
resolutions. According to Jamie Huckstcad,
the Assistant Director of Stevenson Dining,
Eastern students' eating habits often change
after Wimer Break.
"When the students come back after
January for the new semester that is when
you can tell there is a change," Huckscead
said. "Students scare co go for the salads and
the deli-side meal swipe counts increase
during that time. Even deserts srarr ro slow
down a linle bit roo."
On the other hand, Trisha Turner,
the manager of Discount Smoke Shop in
Charleston, said the New Year docs not
noticeably affect their sales of tobacco products even though ic is a popular New Year's
resolution to quit smoking.
"I have never personally noticed any
changes at all after New Year's;" Turner said.
Despite the changes that students strive
for in January, ic is not easy for students to
acmally live up to their New Year's Resolutions.
"lc's hard because chere is so much pressure," Meghan McHaney, a sophomore
elementary education major, said. "Ir's discouraging chac so many people don'c succeed.

You begin to feel that it doesn't matter if you
keep you resolution. becausl" nn nnl" l"lst- is
doing it either."
However, the reasons people don't keep
their New Year's resolutions is much more
complex.
Anu Sharma, a clinical psychologist and
associate psychology professor, explained
that "Stages of Change Model" has become
a popular theory in figuring out the seeps to
successfully changing oneself.
"Basically, whac the model says is char
most people make attempts co change behavior," Sharma said. "But chey need to have
the motivation to change and the means to
change.
The reason mosc New Year's resolutions
are not successful is because one of those two
pieces is missing."
But Sharma also has her own idea on why
people have a hard time sticking with their
promises.
"I chink one of the reasons is char the
goals people sec are a little too ambitious to
scan out with," Sharma said." ... I think
there needs to be some differentiation
between a long-term goal and a shon-term
rcsolucion.
If you arc successful with your shon-term
goal then you arc more likely co concinue
with whacever your program is, whether ic is
quieting smoking or losing wcighr."
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A lonely stage stands silently awaiting a band to rock it to life.

How to book a band
IJ RoltWe Wrolllewski
Verge Reporter

Only a few places in Charleston allow
students ro experience a good live show.
Bands can be booked ac most of the local
bars in Charleston if they get a license from
Broadcast Music Inc. or from the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers and a noise permit, all provided by the
bar, arc the only requiremencs for performing ac local bars.
Friends & Co. often has shows every
week of local and regional music.
John Deeken assistant manager of Friends
& Co. said they provide all the P.A. equipment and a stage with house lighcing.
"We appreciate the people who perform
music and we try co accommodate chem as
well as possible." Deeken said. "A lot of the
time people know us from our reputation.
If you think abouc live music in Charleston
you chink Friends & Co."
Ocher local bars simply do noc play live
music.

Marty's and Roe's Black Front do not
host live music.
.. • not wonh it in chis town to put on
Nate Haynes, Roe's manager.
••• julr businas."

He said if he knew it would be good for
business he would do it.
Other managers find booking bands good
for business.
Adam Miranda, manager of Mac's Uptowner, said they cry to book as much music
as possible and nyto cover mosc of che
media in order co promote music, but the
rum ouc is never the same.
"We mostly get bands from out-of-town
areas like Chicago and Carbondale," he said.
"We also have our house band Rev. Robens
Blues Band and ocher local music."
Many places around cown provide open
mic nighcs for people to play music.
Mac's Upcowner, Jackson Avenue Coffee
and 7m Screet Underground all provide open
rnic nighcs.
If there are any local bands interested in
playing at bars in CharlC$ton, many of the
bars offer decent compensation.
"[Bands) can play and cake the money
from the door cover and we will just take the
money for drinks," Deeken said.
Most bars chat host shows will nor charge
more than $5 co watch a band.
"Mose of the time bands make anywhere
from $250 or more," said Miranda "That is
why we usually only charge $3 for a cover

dwgc."

The biggest mistake many students do
during finals week is procrastinate because
they're not used to having a test, project or
paper due in five or six classes on rhe same
week, Will said.
Honors students provide some helpful
tips co relieve stress which include exercising,
screeching. hanging out with friends, caking
breaks during studying, chatting wich friends
or family, eating healthy meals and snacks •
and getting eight hours of sleep.
An adequate arnounc of sleep is important because it helps scudents' memory and
concencration, Long said.
Finals week is a crucial cime of year to
some because it may make or break a grade.
"Forty to 50 percent of grades arc determined by finals, and if studcncs take a break

during that time it is like all their hard work
went down the drain," Long said.
If students give up or don"c work as hard
academically coward the end of the year, all
the work that has been previously completely
gees disregarded, Long said.
Students need to keep up with cheir work
because classes are almost completed and
then students go on long break.
Also teachers notice when students slack
off at the end of che year, and if students
work and continue co work hard chey arc
more likely co receive the benefit of the
doubc if their grade is on the line, Will said.
Scudencs need co relax and realize there·
are only a couple more days of class left and
then can focus on whac they're doing over
break, Beccue said.

» Inspiration
FROM PAGE 5

Art is extremely important in today's
world because people, especially scudcncs, are
losing their imagination futer, Walker said.
Some anists think students' need co
escape from their required classes and would
benefit from taking an an class.
"It's healthy to leave work and classes
behind for a minute to engage in abstract
thinking chat has an emotional effect," Hanley said. "It's an incredible feeling."
Ocher anises don't chink an should be
required for students not interested.
"I don't sec a purpose to make students
take classes like an if chtf do not want co
cake chem," Torrez said.
People can be taught most subjects, but
people can't be taught an - it's a talent, Torre?. said.
Hanley, however, believes an can be
taughc to even chose who do not have an

artistic talenc.
"Art is a gift, it's a talent, but ic's also a
skill chat can be learned and mastered," she
said. "Ic's 100 percenc technique when you
get down to ic."
To some anises, a masterpiece is creaced
when someone cannot create a piece chat is
better than the initial.
"It's a master skill co paint something no
one can mimic," Torrez said. "Artwork stands
out because of its originality;
Artists feel chat an is crucial co society
because it is educational, cultural and shows
human experiences.
"Don't let anyone confine how you make
your an," Torre?. said. "Not everything will
be fancascic, try whatever and if it doesn't
work our thac's o~y because it's all pan of
che process."
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Art sale offers unique Christmas shopping
By Micah Racker
Staff Co<respondent

The Holiday Art Sale is an evenr where
arriscs from all over can showcase their talents
at Eastern.
The Holiday Arc Sale scarred Thursday
and will lase until Sunday in che Tarble Arts
Center on the corner of Ninth Street and
Cleveland Avenue, within walking distance
for scudents on campus. For che lase cwenry
years, the proceeds from che sale have gone
coward the Arr Department Scholarship
Fund. Forry percent of arc sales go to che art
department, which will help students with
scholarships for college. On average. che sale
raises $2.500.
The art sale involves people from che local
community and even people who may travel
from a linle farther away co attend. This event
has grown so much char Sue Rardin, office
manager for che arc deparcmenr, e:xpecrs over
100 people co attend on che sale's first day.
"This event is someching char students,
faculry and people around rhe community
look forward co each year," she said. "This
is where a lot of people do their Christmas
shopping."
All che arc is handcrafted, which is part of
che event's appeal. If you buy an item from
chis event, you will have a hard time finding
it anywhere else, Rardin said.
"No cwo items arc exactly alike," she said.
This event gives chc: opporcuniry for local
artists co showcase their ralenrs co a wide
variety of people. Plency of new art is brought
in every time there are sales, she said.
More than l ,500 pieces are in chis year's
show, with che most popular items ranging in
price from $6 co $50, Rardin said.
The participants in chis event gee really
excited because ic gives another srudenc
an opporrunicy co go co college and their
parriciparion keeps che event going year after
year, she said.

-

-

I nE IWLY WTBI llfWS

Biology professor Nancy Coutant and Judy Brown admire the pottery at the Holiday Art Sale Thursday evening at the Tarble Arts Center.
Most items range from $6 to $50. With more than 1,500 pieces on show, there are plenty ot items to choose from.

Hencken reflects, discusses future president
By Kevin Kenealy

LOU HENCKEN I EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT

Online Reporter

He sar, speaking as coolly as the glass of
chilled warer &om which he drank. President
Lou Hencken is nearing retirement, and after
41 years ac Eastern he cannot believe the road
ro rhe rop is over.
Hencken is approaching his lase semester
in spring '07, and in January applications go
ouc for the nexr president of Eastern. Starring
ouc as a resident hall adviser and then moving
up ro a resident hall direccor, Hencken is now
ready co shed his presidential scacus.
"le really has (gone by fast)," Hencken
said.
"I can sic back and remember whac it was
like moving into Taylor Hall as a grad assistant,
and we had co walk across co Thomas co cake
our showers. That really doesn't seem like ic
was 40 years ago-maybe that's because I'm
getting old."
The scudenc-friendly president, who
likes to frequent che union's food court and
accend Eastern events on a regular basis,

"I said that upfront, that I would not have anything to
do with the search, but the other thing I will say is this,
former presidents should be seen, not heard ... "
said he begins most days ac 8 a.m. and goes
until 6:30 p.m., although some days go until
nine or cen. On che Friday of che interview,
Hencken described che day as a 'Light day,' as
there would be no meetings after l :30.
He did say, though, char he had planned
co attend the women's basketball game char
afternoon.
"I chink ... I chink chat people care about
seeing me there," he said. "I jusr chink chat if
people work chat hard, I need co show up."
During his rime as president, Hencken
said he tried to incorporate major themes
into his speeches: creac ocher people che wa)
you want to be created, and the importance of
hard work Hard work is something Hencken

believes there is no substitute for.
"Hard work will get you co places you will
not be able to reach otherwise," Hencken
said.
In an interview chis past summer, former
Illinois Governor Jim Edgar said he'd rather
run for governor again than be president of
Eastern, as being president of Eastern is a lot
more work.
Hencken cold che story: "This was when
he was still governor and he was at che
commencement on che stage and his wife
was gening a degree, I think, and I said,
'Governor, I've heard there's rumors you
might be applying. is chat true?' He said 'No,
I'm used co dealing with people in Springfield;

I don'c wane co do chac.' I'm glad co hear he
said chat. I don't know what a governor does,
so I can't answer thac."
Although Hencken said he would miss
che people, he did say he would not miss the
stress of che position, referring to himself
as che eternal worrier. One thing he said he
would nor be worrying about, though, is the
presidential search.
Hencken has made it clear chat he wanes
co stand two arms-lengths away from who
he feels comfortable with so che board can
choose someone they have confidence in.
"I said that upfront, chac I would not
have anything ro do with the search, but the
ocher thing I will say is this, former presidenrs
should be seen, not heard. You'll see me eatingin che food court, because I so enjoy eating.
bur you'll never hear me make a comment,
'Oh, I think they should have done this,"'
Hencken said.

Lincoln Log Cabin hosts Christmas candle light tours
By Nicole Nicolu
Staff Reporter

The Lincoln Log Cabin's Christmas Candlelight Tour will
take visitors back in time co the 19th century on Friday and
Sarurday.
The Sargent and Lincoln Farms show cwo different views
of Christmas.
Visitors crave) down a candle-lie pach co first che Sargenr
Farm, whose occupants brought their Chrisanas traditions
with chem from Germany.
D uring rhis time people were trying co change Christmas
co be more family oriented.

Clement Clarke Moore created che poem "Twas' the Night
Before Christmas" co help this movement, said Macchew
Minelscaedc, che sire manager ac che Lincoln Log Cabin
Hiscoric State Site. At the cabin, visitors gather around the
Christmas cree to listen to a story from che Bible, open gifts
and enjoy some food.
"It's a quiet Christmas, revolving around che family and
home," Miccelscaedr said.
Another path leads co the Lincoln Log Cabin where
Chriscmas isn't celebrated.
Some people, like che Puritans in the 19th century, forbid
any celebration of Christmas because ic wasn't mentioned in
che Bible, Mittelstaedt said.

Inside che cabin visitors can spin wool, knit and calk wich
ocher people. In che 19111 cenrury, people had to farm in the
summer so chey didn't have much rime co relax. Wincer gave
them a chance to socialize wich their neighbors and enjoy midwinter activities like spinning wool and knitting, Minelsraedr
said.
After the farms, visitors can head down ro che Visitor
Center co listen co Mocherlode, a folk band, or walk down
to che Harris Education Building co listen co che Downstate
Regional Sacred Harp Shape Note Singers.
The tours run from 5 co 8 p.m.
For more information call 217-345-1845 or visit www.
lincolnlogcabin.org.
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Feast

DAN NADLER I VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENTS AFFAIRS

FROM PAGE 1

This year's cheme is "Don'c Flip
over finals."
Banana splics are always rhe
staple, but the cheme changes each
semester.
The meal will be served by
Eascem "celebrities," including
Vice Presidencs Jill Nilsen and
Nadler, Provost Blair Lord, and
Deans Robert Augustine, Bonnie
Irwin, James Johnson, Mary Anne
Hanner and Allen Lanham.
Studencs don't usually have the
chance to sec administrators gee
out of the office, especially during
finals week, Hudson said.
This event is one lase sugar rush
before exams and a way for both
administrators and students to
interact.
The event also provides studencs
with a srudy break, combined with
opponunicies co connect with
peers and administrators.

"Where else would you find a university
president so willing - and eager, I might
add - to make an ice cream sundae, a
provost flipping a pancake and other vice
presidents and deans serving a late-night
feast for students?"

Nadler said chis event is special
to Eastern, and shows what kind of
faculty and staff we have.
"Where else would you find
a university president so willing
- and eager, I might add - to make
an ice cream sundae, a provost
fiipping a pancake and other vice
presidencs and deans serving a latenight feast for students?"
Hudson calls events like these
a living example of Eastern's
philosophy.

•cant.

The meal Is fnleto studenls '*hameat plan.Students Wll IM fD
tog« In. but the meal doesn'tmn-.:d the meat
students without a me;ll plan canSdJ~ fQrthe ~of one°""
campus meal.

QRemember

"Interacting with students is
good," be said.
Hencken said he's sad co miss
this semester's feast.
Lase year it was grcac to sec
students forget abouc their stress of
the last week for a few hours, he
said.
But chis year, insccad of slicing
and dicing bananas, he'll see both
Romo and Payton, who Hencken
said have puc Eastern in che news
again.
And he won'c cheer for one
ceam over the ocher, he said.
Hencken plans co wear an
Eastern shin:, supporting che men's
alma macer.
But who's going co serve the '
bananas?
"Blair will do a fine job, Jill will
do a fine job, and Dan as well,"
Hencken said of his fellow Eastern
celebrity servers.
"Bue scay away from Jeff
Cooley," he laughed, mentioning
che vice president for business
affairs. "Jeff and knives don'c gee
along."

Happy Holidays from

E/U Pharmacy!

fill all prescrtmMtons and
orders (tncludtna con~race1Mttes) before
leawna for break!
~o

NATHAN GWINEW
SERVER

,, A.J. 's
FROM PAGE 1

"You can't go
wrong with the
shrimp scampi."

Chelsey Brewer, a hospitality
major, said they took off a lot
of seafood dishes, which fir well
in Domani's menu but doesn't
correspond well with the casual
an open mind.
approach A.J's is caking.
Nikola
Sirnic,
Eastern
Boksa said he hopes co
economics major, said there arc
incorporate more theme nigha
77 icems on che menu with more · such as fish fries on Fridays and
sandwiches, appetizer choices,
barbeque on Saturdays. Boksa
combos and homemade desscru
would also like to have a minithan Domani's.
Monday or Tuesday in which chc
Servers were able to casce a
restaurant sells mini-martinis and
variety ofitems on che menu before
mini-Corona's.
Boksa has additional plans
che general public and Simic said
his favorites included che Tuscan
co open a banquet room, which
would hold up co 75 people,
Pesto Chicken Ciabatta and the
Monte Crisco.
sometime in January.
Giannelli added chat the
Boksa would also like to
Canadian Club and Club House
reopen a bar in the space formerly
occupied by Scu's Surf Side
Grill were among his favorites.
He said the new menu will
sometime in July.
please more people and Simic
A.J .'sis open for lunch between
added that it is perfect for college
11 a.m. and 2 p.m. and reopens at
students.
4 for dinner.
"You can't go wrong with tbe
The bar is open co 1 a.m.
daily and dinner hours end at 9
shrimp scampi," Giannelli noced.
"We have some grcac, quality
p.m. Monday through Thursday
icems and there's something on che
nights and 10 p.m. on Friday and
menu for everyone," Boksa said.
Saturday nighcs.
For
chose
disappointed
Appetizers will be available
chat Domani's closed, Brewer
after dinner hours. The restaurant
encouraged chem co come in with
is not open on Sundays.

» Shortcut
FROM PAGE I

"It will rake some time to install all
of che furniture and cquipmenr in
che building, check ouc mechanical
systems, and give it a final clean."
Shrake also
added
that
the progress of Doudna has
met expectations, buc has not
progressed as Eastern has wished.
"Every project has problems,"
Shrake said. "Additions and
renovation projects have more
than new construction because
there arc more opportunities for
unforeseen conditions. You find

things underground chat arc noc
expected like utilities, abandoned
drainage cile and bad soil. The
concraccor had a large crane chac
had an elecuical fire, and it cook
several days co gee it repaired, so
setting of high seed was delayed
and caused ocher casks co also be
ddayed."
Shrake said chat once Doudna
is built, it will be quicker for chc
students ro get from Buzzard Hall
co the Martin Lucher King Jr.
University Union.
As for che worn-down grass
recovering after Doudna is builc,
the furure is unknown.
"We'll have co wait and see,"
CoUins said.
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on the romer of7th & Grant
nexr to the Union

IMAT (R) DAILY 7:00 FRI SAT 9:10
SAT SUN MAT 2:15
FlUSllED AWAY (PB) DAILY 6:45 FRI
SAT 9:00 SAT SUN MAT 2:00

NOW SHOWING
FOR2007
$5-50-Au. SHOWS BEFORE 6

PM

l, 2, 3 Bedroom Apamnents

Remodded Units
FREE Parking
Fully Furnished
Trash PAID
( ( >11!.ll'l _k1111it~-r
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~8.1 ·t-l)

UUCCOllPAIED (Pl) 4·10
6:30 9:00 FRI - SUN MAT 11 :15 1:40
APOCALYPTO (RI 4:00 7:10 10:15 FRI
- SUN MAT 10:05 1:00
THE HOUDAY (Pll 13) 3:50 6:45 9:50 FRI
-SUN MAT 10:00 12:50
llOOD DIAlllml (RI 4:50 8:00 FRI
- SUN MAT 10:20 1:~0
IATMTY STORY (Pll) 4:40 7:30 9:45
FRI - SUN MAT 11:00 2:00
TIIUSTAS IR) 7:45 10:10
VAii WUO 2 IR) 9:30
DEJA W IP& 131 4:20 7:0( 10:00 FRI
- SUN MAI 10:30 1'20
DECI THE llALlS (PB) 5:15 FRI - SUN
MAT 11:45 2:30
HAPPY FEET (PB) 3:40 6:20 8:50 FRI
- SUN MAT 10:40 1'10
CASlllO ROYALE (Pll 1315:00 8:15 FRI
- SUN MAT 10:50 1:50
SAllTA CLAUSE 3: THE ESCAPE CLAUSE
(8) 4:30 7:20 FRI- SUN MAT 11:30 2:15
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Illinois transfer can't run until spring semester
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter

He won't participate in Saturday's Early
Bird Meer. He won't compete in a meet until
January. He will, however, be on the sidelines
assisting and cheering his fellow ceammaces.
Sophomore runner Jeremy Wheeler is noc
able to participate in men's track and field
because he is a transfer from the Universicy of
Illinois and will not be able to compete uncil
next semester starts.
Wheeler said it was a simple reason for
transferring to Eastern.
"I didn't run," he said. "I really didn't like
the U ofl program."
Wheeler cited other reasons for leaving

Illinois.
"It was too huge," he said. "Me and the
coaches had a rough cime gecring things
together. There were so many athleees there."
Academics also played in the role of the
decision co cransfer to Eastern.
"Classes are definitely a lot easier here,"
Wheeler said. "There's more one-on-one with
the reacher compared to U of I. Ac U of I, I
took an econ class, there were like 500 kids in
a lecrure hall. Ir's a lot becter here."
Wheeler then proceeded to transfer co
Easeem.
"I called the coaches here and I really like
it," he said.
Even before Wheeler wenc to Illinois, he
had looked at Eastern.
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races from the 400 meters to the mile.
"Here, they're going co have me run the
mile and the steeplechase," Wheeler said.
Wheeler said he has never competed in the
steeplechase event before.
"I was hurdling with the hurdlers," he said.
"I kind of stopped after a while because I was
getting sore. (The coaches) said just work on
flexibility, so I'm just going to wing ic my first
time, see how it goes."
Because of NCM transfer rules, Wheeler
will noc be able co compete until the EIU
Mega Meet Jan. 20 at Lancz Fieldhouse.
In the meantime, Wheeler has cried to
become more comfortable with the team.
Wheeler said he communicates with junior
runner Chris Wesson the most.

University Union Bowling Lanes

SCOREBOARD
EASTERN

"Ir was between Eastern and U of I," be
said. "I really liked Eastern when I came down
for the visit, going freshman year into college
and called up coach (Geoff) Masanet and
coach (Tom) Akers and they got me a spot."
Wheeler's main passion is running.
"I happen co be good ae running," he said.
"!e's more relaxing and it helps relieve a loc
of stress. It's definitely rime to think aboue
things. Ir's a eeam aspecc. Running's been
preccy successful here."
Ea.seem has won the pase six consecueive
indoorOhio ValleyConferencechampionships
.
and nine of the past 10.
At the collegiate level, Wheeler wiJI
primarily be working with the middJedistance runners. That group runs a variecy of

.
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Eastern Illinois University

217 .345.1400
SING THE BAR IN STUDENT HOUSIN
APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT

for sale
Don't Miss Out! Spring Break
2007 is approaching and STS
is offering Specials to this years
Hottest Destinations! Call for
Savings! 1 (8001 648-4849 or visit
\VWW.ststravel .com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/18

•

help wanted

Babysitter needed for next
semester. $6.00 an hour,
Christmas break. 18 month old
experience with children. 708638-4796
12111

In the woods, former Professor P
Scott Smith's home on 2 acres 1
mile south of Eastern. 3 bdrm.
1 1/2 baths, walk-out basement,
92% efficient gas furnace,
ph. 348-7862 or 348-6708.
Briggerman Realty.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11

r•}

for rent

3 Bedroom Duplex For Rent on
12th Street. 10-month Lease.
Call 348-7872.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1218
1106

Johnson,

AWESOME,

2 & 3 BR Houses at good prices
1 & 2 BR Apts. Incl. cable & Internet
We' ve got your housing - call us!

Jim Wood, Realtor

Brook-630-758-0001,
Orland
Park-708-460-8090, Peoria-309- ~
589-0850,
Schaumburg-847925-0708.
_ _ __ _ ___12111
Delivery person wanted part
time, apply in person after 4pm,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Waitress wanted part time, Apply
after 4pm, Need to be here during
breaks, Pagliai's Pizza, 1600
Lincoln, Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Charleston Dairy Queen is taking
applications for lunch hours
spring semester. Apply at 20 State
St
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/12

r

sublessors

Sublessor needed Spring '07.
Campus Point 217-345-6001
mention Gina.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1218

Sublessor needed.
. Freshly
remodeled, internet and garbage
included. Negotiable on rent.
Call Christina at 217-257-5013.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Sublessor for January 07. For
Campus Point. 345-6001
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
$100 SIGNING BONUS. $280/
MONTH.
CLOSE TO EIU,
GREAT PARKING, FURNISHED,
NO PETS. CALL (217) 5499524.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11

for 1e11t

DON'T WAIT!
EXTREMELY
NICE 2 BEDROOM APTS AND 3
BEDROOM HOMES WITH W/O.
NO PETS. LITTEKEN RENTALS.
345-9267
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
Large & Small houses now
available for group rental 258285 each. 897-6266 or 8989143.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
New Construction: Available Fall
07. 3bdrm, 2 bath townhouse,
two car garage. 1 block from
campus. call 630-505-8374 (24
hrs.)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
Across from campus. www.
eiuapts.com. 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

Wood Rentals
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 3n
Charleston, IL 61920
217-345-4489 Fax: 345-4472

r• }

m°"
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3 BO APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
INTERNET, WATER, & TRASH
INC.
FURNISHED,
CALL
MELISSA AT 345-6210 OR 5490212 OR VIEW AT www.eiprops.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/08
4,5, &, 6 BO HOUSES STILL
AVAILABLE.
CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, PETS WELCOME,
FURNISHED. CALL MELISSA
AT 345-6210 OR 549-0212 OR
VIEW AT www.eiprops.com
_ _ __ _ _ __ 12/08
3 BO HOUSE IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE.
CLOSE
TO
CAMPUS, NEW TO STUDENT
MARKET, FURNISHED, CALL
MELISSA AT 345-6210 OR 5490212 OR VIEW AT V:WW.eiprops.
corn
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/08
2 bedroom,
bath homes.
"campus side of Lincoln• $300/
month per person. No pets. 3455037.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12!08

3 bedroom.
bath homes.
"campus side of Lincoln" $300/
month per person. No pets. 3455037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12!08

5 bedroom, 2 bath home.
"campus side of Lincoln" $300/
month per person. No pets. 3455037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/08
6 Bedrpom house for Rent.
block from campus. 11 month
lease avai lable August 2007.
234-2867 or 234-2828
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12108

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

One, two, three, and four
bedroom
fully
furnished
apartments, duplexes leasing for
2007-2008.
Lincoln Avenue
and Ninth Street locations for
additional Information call 3480157.
_ _ __ _ ___12111
One and two bedroom fully
furnished apartments available
Spring 2007 Lincoln Avenue and
Ninth Street locations. For more
information call 348-0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE.
Furnished
3br.
and
2br.
apartments.
Sublease/terms
negotiable. 1 Block from campus.
Call 217-493-7559
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
6 bedroom house near campus.
10 month lease. No pets 3480719
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
3 bedroom house near campus.
10 month lease. No pets 2731395
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
Two 2 bdrm apartments. $550/
month.
Available June and
August 2007. Close to campus.
Call 708-422-4628
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Available now! Very nice 3
bedroom apt. located on 9th St.
Looking for roommate to live
w/ two males. $350/month. call
708-612-1119.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
Sublessor needed for Jan. '07
Campus Pointe- mention Dan
or Dale, free internet, cable,
t.10ning- 217-345-6001.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
1 bedroom apt avail Dec
18th. New,spacious,close to
campus.quiet, w/d,no deposit.rent
negotiable. Lease ends when you
want.721-3630
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
NEW 1&2 BEDROOM APTS.
AVAILABLE AUG 2007. ONE
BLOCK NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH STREET.Super
efficient,pnvate parking.laundry
iacility.348·8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
AVAILABLE
JANUARY-JUNE
2007 ONE BLOCK NORTH
OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH
STREET. 3 bedroom house,
excellent condition, washer and
dryer.private parking.348-8249

l'!ll-.;;•..,911~...~.;
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for rent

3 bedrooms available to rent
for Spring 07' semester in a 5
bedroom house. Prices range
from S100 to S200 a month plus
cost of utilities. Contact William
0815-735-1700
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
For rent fall 2007 11 bedroom1102 6th St..; 4 bedroom- 1800
12th St..; S bedroom- 1204
Garfield; 2 bedroom- 1705 12th
St.. 217-868-5610

--~~----1roa
3 Br. Homes, Fall 07, washers
and dryers, from $240/person to
S350. 549-3333

________1ro9

For Lease Fall 2007
through
6 bedroom houses. Great
locations. Great rates 217-3463583 or 217-549-2454 W\\W.
eiustudenthousing.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1110
House for Rent, 07-08. Close to
Campus. 3 to 4 people. WID, CJ
A, w/ heat pump. No Pets. 3480614
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0.2/09
Duplex 2 bedroom for rent. $435/
month. Call 898-4588.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _02/09
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.corn
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Lantz. Fully
Across from
Furnished. Call Todayfor Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FOR
2007-2008
SCHOOL
YEAR. VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES ANO
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME.
COM OR CALL US AT (217)493·
7559.

----~---00
Available August 07, 2 bedroom,
1 bathroom apartment. Close to
campus. $460 total 512-9528

________ oo

LA"IES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMEITTS
AT 1521 lST STREET. VERY
ECONOMICAL.
10-MONTH
LEASE. 345-5048.

r•'

for rent

1 bedroom apartments for August
07-08'.PP& W PROPERTIES,
2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS;
1 BLOCK AND 1111. BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSON
LEASES. CENTRAL HEAT,NC
AND LAUNDRY FACILITIES.
WATER.TRASH
SERVICES
AND OFF STREET PARKING
INCLUDED.Perfect for serious
or
couples.348·
students
8249, www.ppwrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Excellent location apartments
for 2007-2008 school year. 3,4
bedroom available. 11 111. month
leases starting 8/15/07, parking
included, furnished, laundry on
premises, and locally owned.
Please call for showing and leave
message 348-0673.

2 bedroom·Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 235-0505 or
354-0754

Cozy house AVAILABLE NOW
through May 15th 07-Spnng
Semester. Good parking near
Eastern. 348-8406

3 and 4 bedroom Apartments S
285. Trash.leather furniture, and
parking. One block from campus.
Call 235-0405 or 254-0754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

One six bedroom house and one
five bedroom house, 2 blocks
from campus. Call 217-7288709

Houses and Apartments of All
Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers,
Dryers and Dishwashers. Garbage
Included. 345-6967

5,4,3 BDRM Houses For Fall.
Efficiency
Apts.
Excellent
locations, CJA, W/O, Will Partly
Furnish. Trash, Lawn Services.
EFFICIENCY APTS AVAILABLE
SPRING 2007. 345-3235

________ oo

________ oo

New 1 bedroom apt. W/O,
stove, refrigerator, microwave,
dishwasher. Trash paid. S495/
month 117 W. Polk. Call 3487746 or www.CharlestonlLApts.
com

________ oo

2 bedroom furnished apt with
stove, refrigerator, microwave.
3 blocks from E side of EIU.
$445 1 person, $250 each 2
people. Trash paid. 2001 S.
12th St. Call 348-7746 or www.
CharlestonlLApts.corn
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call
345-62 10/549-0212
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations,some include wireless
internet. Call for details 3457286

________

()()

Leasing for Jan. Spacious 1 or
2 person apt. w/garage W/O in
basement. Quite area No Pets
Short lease For details call 3457286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Houses near Rec Center; 6
bedroom 2 bath. Dishwashers,
washers, dryers, and central air
217-345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
7 bedroom house near Old Main.
2 111. baths 2 kitchens. Washer,
dryer, central air. 217-345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400

________ oo

________ oo

FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMEITTS. 1026 EDGAR.
348-5032

•••••••fall 07-08 Many New
1,2,3 and 4BR APTS Starting as
low as $240 mo. PP. 348·7746 or
visit www.CharlestonlLApts.com.

-------~.90

3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Sign le.lSe
in November for 07-08' school
year. 10% discount on 1st months
rent.345-3554
,

iot 1•---~w,,.,~,,,._.._,,,,.,

00

.......

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
SPRING
SEMESTER
LEASE
Modern.Affordable and Close
to Campus 345-6100 www.
jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________ oo

Quiet away from campus. 3 OI
4 BR. New carpet. W&O, water,
trash, furnished. Phone 3457244
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________ oo

________ oo

________ oo

2 bedroom, furnished, clean and
quiet. Local owner. Water and
Trash included at $265 each.
1111 2nd St. next to the park. call
348-5427.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 00
4 bedroom 2 111. bath townhouse
at Brittany Ridge. Dishwasher,
W/O, trash all included at S265
each. Great place to live. call
549-1957.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1515 2nd St.-8 Bedroom, 3 Bath,
Washer & Dryer, Central Air,
Wireless Internet; 345-3148
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5 to 6 bedroom house close IO
campus.345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
One Bedroom X-Large Apa
Available December 16. $3W
mo. Water and Trash Paid. Cal
Ok. 745 6th Street. Call 581
7729 or 345-6127.

VI LLAGE RENTALS
2 bedroom remodeled apts.,
bedroom houses. Fumi
laundry facilities and close
campus. Call (217) 345·251
EHO
3 BEDROOM Duplex 2009 11
St. Great Location $335
345-6100
com

Close to Campus with W
Dryer and Plenty of F
Parking.$335 each 1140 E
Dr. 345·61 OOwww.jbapart
com
BEDROOMS
Fall
2
Close,Clean and Conven·
1921 9th, 905 Arthur
2007 11th St. 345-6100
jensenrentals.corn
SPRING SEMESTER
345-6,100
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n Rueter
FROM PAGE 16

''I'd racher cake an ac.idemic
accolade over a fuocball accolade any
day of the week," he said. "l11ac's
just something mac's been insrilled
m me since I was a lirde kid. I think
I've had one C my entire life. I was
scared ro come home if J goc a C or
lower."
The upbringing h:is given Ruecer
a perspective that not many players
have.
He said chat while he appreciated
all the sport has done for him during

his four-year college career, it's still
JUSt a form of entertainment.
"It's a game to me," he said.
That's whac I liked abouc it in high
school. le s 1ust fun. le 's not make
or-break
"I cake ic as a game made by man
for entertainment. I enjoy it but ic's
noc my life."
He said he is looking forward
to losing a lot of weight, enjoying
pain-free autumns and seeing what
kind of accomplishments he can
achieve with his mind. rather than
his body.
"It's a violenc game," he said. "You
can't bank your future on ic, that's for

NON SEQUITUR

n Stevens
FROM PAGE 16

options with his fiancec, if an offer
from a scouc macerializcd, Hutson
~aid he has che cools.
"He has the size: and athletic
ability and certainly has chc
intelligence," he said.
One player who beneficed from
Ruecer and the Panthers' solid
offensive line was running back
Vincent Webb, Jr.
Webb rushed for more chan
4,000 yards in his career and is
the second-leading career rusher in
Eastern hiscory.
''I couldn't have run for 4,000
yards without great blockers," he
said. "(Rueter) is a greac technician.

That's his biggest asset."
Hutson dcvdopcd a strong
relationship wich Ruccer and has to
cum to che cask of replacing him.
"I have co develop another Jon
Rueter," he said.
"Ihat might not have been a
problem had it not been for the talk
Rueter had with his father less than
a week after he arrived at Eastern.
""lhar's probably che moment I
scarred pulling away and becoming
my own man," Rueter said. "That's
when my dad kind of said ic's time
co spread your wings a little bit. le
was probably the besc talk my dad's
ever given me."

I WILEY MILLER

"~\of.TU~
~ (.oR\>o~ti..~

Thac first year was a disaster for
a simple reason.
To have a dinner party, typically
food is required.
I don't even remember why
there was no food, buc unless we
hit a deer on che way down, there
was nothing to eac.
le was ar that moment my
father and I wondered why, like an
Alzheimer's patient, we'd allowed
ourselve:s to be duped again into
the 6-hour drive.
le is commonly referred ro as
in-law entrapment.
However, d1erc was a saving grace
to this slow starting holiday event:
che Danville Holiday Basketball
Tournament.
Long before I was born,
Danville Area Community College
had always hosced a multiple team
basketball tournament, which
included schools like Chicago
Farragut, Chicago Westinghouse,
Peoria Manual, Danville and
Danville Schlarman.
Until chis year.
My grandfather came in and
said bluntly, "They're not going co
have it this year or probably ever
again."
le was like being cold San ca Claus
didn't exist, because in my mind
there was always a commandment
"if fair cown has enough co fill a
gym, thou muse compece or host a
holiday tournament."
The Kennedy's had rouch
football and we had high school
basketball.

f•'

sure. There arc no guarantees."
After Ruecer's first season. the
Panthers hired current offensive line
coach Mark Hutson.
Rueter returned ro having fun
after an initial season thac wore on
him.
Hutson worked with Ruecer
for four years and said he can't say
enough about che work Rueter puts
into improving on and off the field.
"He's gm a greac work ethic,n
Hutson said. "He's a role model for
the rest of our scudent-athleces. AIJ
the~ccolade£ are well deserved."
Alchough Ruecer said he would
have co sic down and weigh his

lfJ

torrent

House. W/D included.
219 Jackson Street. 348·5427
-------00
BRITIANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES For 35 persons, unbeatable floor plan, 3 &
4 bedroom, deck, central air, washer,
dryer, dishwasher, 21/2 baths. DSL
ready. Trash and parking included, low
utility bills, local responsive landlord.
From $200/person. Available May
2007, lease length negotiable. 217246-3083.
-------00
House for rent Close to Marty's. Girls.
10-month lease. Dave 345-2171. 9am3 or 4 Bedroom

11am.
-------00
~UARY '07 - MAY '07 ONLY. 3 AND 4
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS. VERY
REASONABLE RENT. 348-8305.
-------00
FALL '07 - '08. 1426 9TH ST. 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. CENTRAL AJR,
DECK, OFF STREET PARKING. LEASE
AND SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.

-------00

My dad and l goc into the car
and searched four counties for a
basketball roumamcnc and came
up empty. refusing co believe it for
ourselves.
Chrisman,
Schlarman,
Charleston, Georgetown, Ridge
Farm.
For God's sakes, Hebron painted
its water cower into a basketball
and scill nothing.
All we had ro show for our
effort was four frozen pizzas we
bought at the only gas station we
found open.
Nine years have passed and
high school holiday tournaments
are prevalent all across lllinois.
Charlesron,
Bloomingcon,
Pekin, Centralia and Collinsville
are just a few of che towns in
Illinois that have chis cradicion.
This is what secs lllinois and
Indiana apart from other so-called
basketball areas of the United
States.
The moral is, at some point
during che holiday festivities, a
break is required from the family
craziness - we all know ic's true.
The great thing is that towns
and school districts are making the
realization that whether you watch
these games from dusk to dawn
or only stay for an hour or two,
high school holiday basketball
tournaments arc a pare of the
Christmas season.
They should never go away
again.

f•'

for rent

FALL '07-'08. 1402 9TH ST. L6.RGE 4
BEDROOM DOWNSTAIRS APARTMENT
WITH BASEMENT. W/D. CENTRAL AIR,
TRASH, LAWN CARE, SNOW REMOVAL
PAID. OFF STREET PARKING. LEASE
AND SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
-------00
FALL '07-'08. 1402 9TH ST. 3 OR 4
BEDROOM UPSTAIRS APARTMENT.
CENTRAL AIR. TRASH, LAWN CARE, SNOW
REMOVAL PAID. OFF STREET PARKING.
LEASE AND SEOJRITY REQUIRED. NO
PETS. 348-8305.
- - - - - --00
FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 Br. Apts. Water
& Trash included. Plenty of off street
parl<ing. Buchanan St. Apts. Call 3451266.

-------00
One bedroom apt. off campus. Quiet
neighbortiood. Ne. goo(! parking.
garbage included. Available June 07'
$365/mo. 217-840-6427

Lti..'N'f~R

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I MCT CAMPUS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Trolley sound
6 Surprised
sounds
9 British racetrack
14 Beau number
two
15 Help-page
acronym
16 Strong point
17 Sharp
18 Prevent from
succeeding
20 Friendly
22 Four-legged
friend
23 All tied up
24 Funny
26 Bow skill
28 Flabbergast
30 Lack of success
32 Adjectiveforming suffix
33 Hind part
34 Grassy field
38 Culpability
40 Capture
42 Sun-dried brick
43 Theater drops
45 Withstood
47 Take the gold
48 Hear visually?
50 Brad or William
51 Sea cow
54 Pose for again
56 Informed about
57 Actress
Longoria
59 Hurried
62 Purple shades
65 Shoulder scarf
66 Rub out
67 Past
68 Provide
quarters for
69 Spirited horse
70 Smoked salmon
71 Part of ICBM
1
2
3
4
5
6

@ 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

7 Angel's strings
8 Tattle
9 Sternward

1218/06

Solutions

1o Poor loser

11 Want badly

12 Sea mammal
13 ltsy-bitsy

19 Guitar rhythm
21 Existence

25 "Thief" star
27 Squeaking
sound
28 Bro's bros
29 Dusting powder
31 Angry
33 Send payment
35 Manage through
sacrifice
DOWN
36 Last bio?
Rocky outcrop
37 Departed
Parasites on
39 Northern Italian
people
cuisine
Benevolent like 41 Wild hog
dad's brother
44 Velocity
United States or 46 German/Polish
Canada, e.g.
border river
Flash of light
49 Tell all
Switch position
50 Detroit cager

1--1----51 Lounging
slippers
52 Off to one side
53 Cosmic
spectacles
55 Raw fish dish
58 Jason's ship

60 In addition to
61 Bucks and
stags
63 Homer's
neighbor
64 Red or White
team
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ALL ACCESS WITH ...

AUSTIN HOGUE
Austin

Hogue's

roommates

know him as a big eater. His track
and field teammates also know
him as a big thrower for Eastern's
men's track and field team.
Hogue and the Panthers get
their indoor season started this
Saturday morning with the Early
Bird Meet at Lantz Fieldhouse.
The

reigning

Conference

Ohio

Valley

Outdoor

Track

Male athlete of the year talked
co staff reporter Kevin Murphy
on Tuesday about growing up in
T uscola,his days playing basketball
at Eastern and the furniture he's
built for his parents.
WHY DID YOU WANT TO LEARN HOW TO
THROW THE JAVELIN?
I started throwing in cighcb grade. I goc
here and coach knew I had a strong arm and
lot of ffexibilicy involved in it.
So I'm a pretcy flexible guy as well. And
of course I've got the arms for it or whatever.
It's just kind of putting everything togcchcr.
Coach Wallace started working wich me my
freshman year and I think I cook chird at
conference my freshman year.
And ever since then it's been improvement,
improvement. And I enjoy throwing javelin.
It's probably my favorite throw.

WHAT DOES YOUR FOOD INTAKE CONSIST
OF? ARE YOU A BIG EATER?
Actually I'm a pretty big cater. Lee's sec in
the mornings, I usually don't eat breakfast.
Bue ifl can, I'll I gee up and cat maybe just a
banana and that's just before class, waking up
15 minutes before class, jusc long enough to
throw on some clothes and grab a quick snack
at most.
Lunchtime it ranges from chicken. A lot of
the time I'll cat sandwiches. Ham and cheese
loaf for lunch. Cottage cheese. After that I go
to practice.
Come home and make a preccy big meal.
Mc and my roommates, we car a con of food
because we're all big guys. If you ask my
roommates, they'U cell you that I eat like a
horse cause I eat so much food when I cac. I
don't ever stop eating.

YOU ARE 6-FOOT 7-INCHES TAU.. WHEN
DID YOU HIT YOUR GROWTH SPURT?
Let's see. I would have to say between
freshman and sophomore year in high school.
I shoe up from about 6-3 to 6-7 and I was real
lanky and awkward then.
Bue I finally grew into my body by my
senior year, and I've only grown an inch since
then. I was always a little twig. A lictle gangly
kid until my older years in high school.

WHAT IS IT LIKE TO NOT BE ON THE
BASKETBALL TEAM ANYMORE?
I scill like to go out and cheer on the guys.
le was kind of difficult at fuse. You know as
time goes by it's getting easier and it's not like
it bothers me any more.
I think I made the right decision sticking
with crack I've been able co excel ac that.
Splitting time my freshman, sophomore and
the sea.a of.my junior year was cough co keep

AMIR PRfU.BERG I THE DAILY EASTBIJI llEIS
Austin Hogue is a big eater and he's also a big thrower. The senior throws the javelin and the shot put for the men's track and field teams.
In his spare time, Hogue likes to fish and build furniture. While in high school, he was on the same track team as his brother and once had
an article in the Champaign newspaper about them.

on cbc baU with everything. It was kind of a
cough decision. But, I'm glad I made the one
that I did.
I miss playing every once in a while. I enjoy
rrack a little more than I do baskecball.
Track's kind oflike a team sport. Everybody
has co put together their event to make the

ream.
You try and beat yourself as best you can

co make yourself gee better. I kind of like chat
individual aspect of it. I've been traveling co a
lot farther places. Hopefully this year in the
javelin I'U get co Nationals in California.
I like the camaraderie.
There's a lot more people on the team. You
get co know a lot more people. As to whereas
with basketball, it's jusc a close-knit group of
12-15 guys.
On cbe crack ceam, you goc the women's
and the men's teams. And there's countless
people that I've met that I didn't know was on
the team when I was playing baskccbaU and
crack. The friendships I've gained from being
on a bigger team has been prcccy awesome.

WHAT WAS IT LIKE BEING ON TRACK WITH
YOUR BROTHER IN HIGH SCHOOL?

catfish the most. There's a lictle farm pond
outside Tuscola. One of our friends lived out
there, and we'd always go out there and fuh
late nights. I like fishing on the river. Little
farm ponds around Tuscola.

DID YOU HAYE ANY UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
WITH THE JAVELIN?
It's alwayl> interesting with the javelin. Ic's
noc like you're throwing a baseball or football.
l have a cough time wicb the javelin.
I can remember one meet where I've
embarrassed myself pretty bad. Jc was one of
my first big outdoor meecs. I had thrown well
tbe week before at Southern.
We went co the Kansas and there were cbe
Canadian relay ..aational record holder. The
No. l collegiate guy was there. I was in their
Bight.
I'm with these big time guys. I was a
junior, but it was scill real intimidating to be
our there with them.
I was warming up, and I bring the javelin
back, and I pull, and for some reason the back
tip was so far back that it wacked me in the
back of the shoulder.

Our track team in high school was pretty
fun. Our coach, Sccve Spears. he would always
make it fun. He'd be in his training group,
the runners and I'd be over with our footbaU
coach, Coach Winkic.
He would coach us in the throws. We'd
always talk co each other about it at home.
"How was practice today?" le was nice co
have him there. He's a leader. He always did
well in whatever he did.
- We could rag each other. They did a
newspaper article on us one day in the
Champaign paper, "Hogue brothers red in
track titles."
I went cadishing the night before the
Tuscola Open Meet and caught a 15-pound
catfish, 25 inche.s long. It kind of went inco
how I went fishing the night before and I how
I did really well in the jumps and the throws.
It's just having him around for pretcy much
everything I do.

ARE YOU A BIG FISHERMAN THEN? WHERE
DO YOU FISH MOST OFTEN?

Wene ouc there end over end. People were
laughing. Tvc never seen that before.' I kind
of buried my head there for a minute and
regained my composure and got back out
there and threw decently. Thar was one of chc
more embarrassing moments I had ac a track
meec. I fall here and there ac the weight throw
ac our Turkey Trials meet before break. Coach
has it on film. I was watching it the other <hy.
I threw and 1 think the weight threw me.

WHAT'S IT LIKE GROWING UP IN A
SMALL TOWN LIKE TUSCOLA?
There's not much. \Y/c have a good outlet
mall. Every time we were in junior high or
high school, cbere like 'Oh yeah, Tuscola.
don't they have an ouclet maU?'
Everybody knows ic from the outlet mall.
Other than that it's your typical small town.
Everybody knows everybody.
We graduated with a class of· 62. High
School was only 360 people. Word cravds
quick when something happens.
But, you know, I kind of like that small
town atmosphere. Rea! friendly with
everybody. I like the small-town aspect of it.

hits
AUSTIN HOGUE
On his favorite sports teams ...

outside the game as well You know his movies. He
always seemed fike a n ce guy.

On selling his own furniture ...

On a Bears-Cowboy match-up..
n I'm gonna have to go with my Bears.
though I th k the Cowboys have the better
off
arterback and eceive s
I th the defense is go ng to hold them It
be t res to see.

n Yeah. I d d Hopef , once I get settled
nto a JOb, I can get a qarage get some tools a
make c.ustom furniture for people as Y.ell. Tel
them vhat you want and s t down and make rt I
the
T t be fo more my e oyment though
Hope
I can make my own fur rt re 11 m
o se hen I get old
I rea ly don't want to turn rt nto a JOb beca
I might lose the enioyment mrt. Right now, I enJOY
building

On life after graduation ..•

,, I've thought a lot about t I'm com ng
Yeah, I like to fish in the summers when I
here
on graduatlOll pretty soon
have free cimc. I've got away from ic a little bit
I
wanna
go into construction project mari~•
since I've been ac school.
On bit lllJS like 51uMa...
which is hard thing to get right out of college
But, when I go back home fishing, me
You have to work your ranks. Hopefully I
,, Yeah I always try and learn from those
and Kenny will go fishing, cadishing aU night
a
successful
construction project managei:
guys
grow11lg
up.
But
I
tike
how
he
carried
himself
sometimes.
We have -a good time with it.. I like fQ.a.t• ...,.._......,_,,_......- . . - . ............................................_....___,_........,_....-&.'<__,,,_.....,...-,_ _...,.
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INDOOR TRACK I EARLY BIRD MEET

Panthers set to host double dual
Three Division I schools, one TOM AKERS I PANTHERS HEAD COACH
other school will come to
"The schedule of events is the same. You are competing
Lantz Fieldhouse, Eastern
against everybody at the same time. There is no real
will earn head-to-head scores
advantage to the athlete because you are still running a
By Brandy Provaznik
Staff Reporter
60-meter dash against everybody eslse who is in the 60
meters."
The Early Bird meet on Saturday will be
similar co any other meet for Easrern's indoor
crack team, with individuals competing
against individuals from other ceams.
However, there is one thing chat makes
chis meet different.
This meet is known as a double d ual meec
because there will be three Division I schools;
Indiana Scace, Loyola (Chicago) and Western
Illihois, competing against each ocher
separately.
Eastern will have three different cotal
scores against each different school.
"Ourside of che scoring everything else is
the same," said Eastern men's track head coach
Tom Akers. "The schedule of evenrs is the
same. You are competing against everybody
at the same time. There is no real advantage
to the athlete because you are still running a
60-mecer dash against everybody else who is
in the 60 meters."

The difference comes at the end when they
scare co add up cotal points in each event.
For this meet each ceam is allowed co have
two athletes score in each event and only four
athletes per evenr will score for their team.
Akers chinks chis double dual meet
emphasizes ream scoring over individual
calenr.
"Here you know at lease two of your
athletes are going co score in each event so
you wane co have cwo competitors in each
evenr," Akers said.
Akers said che reason che teams score this
meet as three Division I meets is so chat they
can meet the NCAA minimum participation
requirements.
The NCAA requires each Division I team
co compete in at least six Division I meets in a

season in order to qualify as an active Division
I spon.
A team may compete in more chan six, but
half of chem have to be Division I also.
By scoring chis meet three times, che
Division I teams are getting half of their
required meets done at one meet.
"ln the wintenirne, sometimes you ger
snowed out of a meet," Akers said. "You can't
get there or maybe the ream char is supposed
to come in can't get there. So in chis one
competition you can actually gee three scoring
meers, which helps make sure you meer all
your criterion."
Loyola head coach Rick Wemple said there
is also a disadvantage co this type of a meet.
"le doesn't necessarily always benefit che
better ream," Wemple said. "If the ream goes

one, two, three and four in che meet chey don't
get third and fourth place because each ream
can only have two counters. le encourages a
well-rounded team bur doesn't reward the
team with the most depth."
Despite the difference in scoring the
achleres and coaches still look at it in the same

way.
"A meet is a meec," said Easrern junior
Clint Coffey. "I just look at each one as
a competition and go out there and give
everything I've got. Bue chis is the fuse meet
of the- season and everyone is ready to gee out
there and see what we can do."
Vincennes Junior College will also be
competing in the meet on Saturday but will
not be scored because they are not Division
I.
"This meet is still important," said
Vincennes head coach Chris Gafuer. "Ir is not
really practice. We are still looking co compete.
We are looking for a good performance. We
are just nor looking ar the scoring."
Eastern women's head coach Mary Wallace
said chis meet is a good way to ease the
athleces, especially the freshman, into the idea
of competing.
"le is definitely good having a smaller meet
co stare our wich instead of a huge invite,"
Wallace said.

WOMEN' S BASKETBALL I EASTERN 89, TENNESSEE TECH 70

Panthers 'flying high' with
win at Tennessee Tech
By Marc Correnti
Staff Reporter
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Eastern head coach Brady Sallee
waJked into his team's locker room
before Thursday night's game ac
Tennessee Tech.
Sallee was preparing a Knure
Rockne-like speech when he stopped
two seconds into it, realizing the
Panthers didn't need the extra rahrah from their coach.
Many of the current Panthers
were on lase year's team chat finished
the season wich an 83-69 loss co
Tennessee Tech in che first round
of the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament.
They returned to Cookeville,
Tenn., in impressive fashion with
an 89-70 victory against che Golden
Eagles.
After lase season's poscseason
loss, it was clear Tennessee Tech
was che dominant team. Bue with
che Loss of OVC Player of che Year
Emily Chnstian and the Panthers'
experience, che apparenr notion
after Thursday night's game was how
much che cwo reams have changed.
Sallee came into the game
expecting the Golden Eagles co play
zone defense and eliminate Rachel
Galligan's effectiveness in che post.
However, che much slower
Golden Eagles ran a full-coun press
char played righc inco the Panthers'
hands.
Wich Eascern (4-4, 1-0 OVC)
trailing 16-11 in che first half, the
Panthers wenc on a 12-0 run to
go up 23-16 and take che lead for
good.
The momentum shifted when
guards Jessica Huffinan and Ashley
Thomas broke past che press and
dished to Galligan for easy scores.
"We practice against che press all
week," Sallee said. "le doesn't a.ffecc
us because we're so used to it. I was
a liccle surprised ar their strategy, but
I was pleased wich how we handled

.It."

The most pleasant surprise came
from Thomas, who scored a careerh.igh 21 points on severr •of i2'

shooting from the field, including
four for six from 3-poinc range.
For many of the freshmen,
winning ar che Eblen Center must
have not seemed like a big deal, but
Sallee knew che scruggles coming
in. Thursday's victory marked che
Panthers' fuse in Cookeville since
the 1996-97 season, and Sallee's first
overall against Tennessee Tech (1-6,
0-20VC).
"I chink we're flying high right
now," Sallee said of his ream's
emotions after che game. "We're
feeling pretty good, bur we won't be
satisfied unless we gee a win Saturday
(at Tennessee Scare)."

Eastern 89, Tennessee Tech 70
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MEN'S BASIETIALL

I EASTERN 74, TENNESSEETECH 69

Panthers hold on for win
Eastern gets first
win at Eblen Center
since 1999 seasoa

tripletllreat

More inside
FOR THE BOX SCORE FROM
THE MEN'S VICTORY AGAINST
TENNESSEE TECH, SEE PAGE 11.

IJ Matthew Stew...
Sports Reporter

On Satur~ the Panthers host the
Early Bird Meet at Lantz Fieldhouse.
Head coach Tom Akers (above) will try
and use this meet as a springboard
to the rest of the season. This year,
the men are seeking their seventh
consecutive Ohio Valley Conference
indoor team title.
Here are three top Eastern
performances from last year's Early
Bird meet.

It wasn't easy, but then again,
conference road games never arc.
Eastern held on to earn a
historic 74-69 win Thursday night
at Tennessee Tech. The vietory was
the 6m for the Panthers at the
Eblen Center since 1999 and the
fust road win since last February.
Freshman guard Romain
Manin had 27 points on nine of
12 shooting from the field and
three of four beyond the arc. The
Minneapolis native sank a pair of
free throws with 25 seconds left co
seal the victory.

POSTSEASOll ACCOLADES

"We found out what our team
is made of tonight," said Eastern
bead coach Mike Miller. "We were
able co pick up a win in a hostile
environment and overcame a hard
charge from a good Tennessee
Tech team."
The game eerily resembled the
2005 Ohio Valley Conference
fust-round contest in Cookeville,
Tenn., in which the Panthers bdd
a lead for 35 minutes but couldn't
finish the upset in a 72-68 loss.
Eastern (4-5, 1-1 OVC) hdd
a 60-43 lead with 11:46 left in
the game before the Golden
Eagles instituted a full-court press
that caused problems for tbc

Panthers. Turnovers, quick shots
and a five-minute scoreless screech
allowed for a home comeback.
"This Tennessee Tech may be
better when they get behind
in that stretch," Miller said.
"They play with such energy and
athleticism and create so many
problems that it's really hard co
dose out a game."
A 3-point shoe by Tech guard
Belton Rivers capped a 19-4 run
that cur the Eastern lead to 6462 with 2:49 to go. Rivers led the
Golden Eagles (3-4, 0-2) with 16
points
Eastern guard Jon'Tee Willhite
found hisstroke from the free throw
line at the right ti.me. Entering the
game, the junior-college transfer
from Triton Community College
was shooting a mere 41 percent
from the foul line, but sank all
six of his free throws, including a

pair for the final cwo-posscssioa
advantage. The Panthers went 10
for 14 from the foul line in
final 2:37, which proved to be the
difference.
Eastern seemingly couldn't
miss after halftime.
The Panthers used an 18-9 rwa
after they left the locker room.
Less than four minutes into the
second half, Tennessee Tech head
coach Mike Sutton was forad
to use a timeout to stop Eastern\
quick $t2rt.
"For probably 25, 30 minuta,
that was as well as we've played.•
Miller said.
Eastern shot 50 percent from
the 6dd for the 6m time du.
season, combined with makingm
of 13 from long range, which led
to its 6m road win since a 60-49
viccory against Southeast Missoud
Feb. 15, 2006.

I JONATHAN RUETER

t . Sopllomore Dawhl Hol• - In his
first college event, Holm ran the 800meters in 1 minute, 54.31 seconds to win
his first collegiate event. The Canadian
showed youthful energy as he outran fellow
freshman Nie Atkinson. He also beat a senior
from Indiana State by 1:52.
Z. IHlor Klrtlud Tlionitom - Thornton
won two events for the Panthers. He won the
60-meter hurdles in a lime of 8.02 seconds.
He a.ISO won the 200-meter dash in a time
of 22.60 seconds. In the 200-meter dash,
Thornton edged fellow teammate junior
Brenton Emanuel by less than two-tenths of
a second. Thornton was the only Panther to
win two events at the meet.
3. Se•lor Ert• Stel• .:. As a junior, Stein
threw to a second-place finish in the 2~.
weight throw. Stein was runner-up to Indiana
State thrower Ebony White. The two met
again in the shot put, with Stein edging
White and winning that event.
- Kevin Murphy

MATI STEVENS I THROWING HEAT

Holiday
tourneys
should stay
Everybody bas that holiday
experience where nothing goes
righr.
The in-laws argue, people get
roo drunk, a toddler feeds the dog
chocolate or your uncle bums the
house down.
As we embark upon the
Christmas season, my holiday
rales were always normal except
for one.
During my freshman year of
high school, it bad been decided
thar my grandparents would
hose a family get-together every
Thanksgiving and Christmas, which
would include many members of
my mother's side of the family.
To put it bluntly, one can never
rell if there's coo little alcohol at
these things or not enough.
H SEE STEYEIS,
PAGE n

Matt Stevens is a senior journalism

major. He can be reached at

clanllle1 ttt@Jaltoo.com.
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Senior Jonathan Rueter finished his final season as a Panthers offensive lineman but is not done with his college career. On Dec. 23, Rueter
participate In the Magnolia All-Star Gridiron Classic in Jackson, Miss. Rueter was named first team all conference for the second straight year.

A bit of fatherly advice
Phone call talks four-year starter
out of quitting just three days
into career; now he's set to play
in postseason all-star game
., Muco Satu•
Associate Sports Eator

Jonathan Rueter called his father.
Jc was three days after the beginning of his
freshman camp in 2002.
He had clashed with Easccrn's offensive line
coach and called his father co cell him that he
was considering quitting the team and coming
back co Springfield.
His father, however, was having none of it.
John Rueter cold his son chat he bad a chance
that not many others had: co receive a full
scholarship and pay for it by playing football.
Six months lacer, Jonathan called his father
and cold him rhat"ir had clicked.
"I made it such a big deal char it wasn't fun
anymore," Rueter said. "(The talk with his
father) was a realistic talk about my future and
what was going to happen if I decided to give
up this opportunity."
What was going to happen, Ruccer's father
cold him, was he was going to gee a job and

go co a community college. Rueter changed his
mind.
More rhan four years lacer, Rueter will
be playing in the second Magnolia All-Scar
Gridiron Classic on Dec. 23 in Jackson, Miss.
The game is a poscseason all-star game for
college football players that might not otherwise
gee a chance co play in front of scouts.
Rucccrwas namcdfusc team all-Ohio Valley
Conference at the end of the season. It was the
second straight season he earned the honors.
The awards arc a byproduct ofRueter's hard
work and a childhood that had him battle
through the death of his mother, Donna, when
he was 12 years old.
Rueter was named co his junior football
league's all-star team when his mother, who
had battled cancer for nearly four years. passed
· away three days before the game was co be
played.
Instead of skipping the game, Jonathan
decided to play.
He bclpcd the team win and even co this
day, Jonathan's father rings a bell in the stands
to lee him know that his ·mother is looking
down at him.
It is an event he has used for motivation in
both his athletic and academic careers.
The last cwo summers, he has remained
in Charleston Ufting weights as often as he

could.
He has started in 46 of the 47
the Panthers have played since his rcd-s ·
freshman season, despite dealing with n
shoulder injuries and having surgery after
2005 season.
Bue those arc not the things he is m
proud 0£
"Academics have always come fuse,"
said. "I have never put academics on
backbumer."
Rueter was named co the fuse c
Academic All-District 5 Football team for
second time in November.
le is an award that is voted on by s
information dircccors in four states.
Rueter is a biology major and bas
cumulative grade point average of 3.71.
Being named to the academic team
something his father said he is most proud
his son for.
"I'm quite proud of his on- and off-thcaccomplishments," John Rueter said. "
you have people come up co you and say
have an outstanding boy,' it's nice."
Jonathan said his academic accomplis
have a little more meaning co him than
football awards.
H

SEE l umt, PAGE 1J

